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In an earlier paper [J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2,1769 (1985)] a class of nonlinear image processing operators was introduced
in which each photoreceptor creates a nonnegative point-spread function whose center height is proportional to its
quantum catch and whose volume is constant, so that the local spatial-summation area varies inversely with the
local quantum catch. These constant-volume (CV) operators are designed to maximize spatial resolution in the
presence of photon noise. In the previous paper it was shown that when CV operators are applied to deterministic
images, they produce a surprising range of effects that are reminiscent of human vision, including Mach bands and
Weber's-law behavior. In this paper the consequences of applying CV operators to images containing Poisson noise
are analyzed. It is shown that a fixed-parameter CV operator can duplicate the global qualitative properties of
spatial vision for retinal illuminances ranging from absolute threshold to 1000 Td. Although there are fundamental
obstacles to modeling the exact quantitative properties of human spatial vision by CV operators, these operators
seem likely to be useful in machine vision.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper is a sequel to a recent paper by Cornsweet and
Yellott,l which introduced a class of nonlinear image-pro-
cessing operators based on the following idea: each point in
the input image gives rise to a nonnegative point-spread
function whose center height is proportional to the light
intensity at that point and whose volume is constant, so that
the area covered by the point spread, the local spatial-sum-
mation area, varies inversely with the input intensity at each
point. The output image is the sum of the point-spread
functions. (Figure 1 illustrates the case in which the point
spread is Gaussian.) Analytically, the continuous version of
this operation takes the general form

O[I](x, y) = J J I(u, v)SI(u, v)[(x -U)2

+ (y - ) 2] }dudv, (1.1)

where I(u, v) is the value of an input image I at point (u, v),
O[I] (x, y) is the value of the output image O[I] at point (x, y),
and S is a nonnegative real function (the spread function)
that plays a role analogous to the impulse response of a
linear operator.

Cornsweet and Yellottl referred to operators of form de-
scribed by Eq. (1. 1) as intensity-dependent summation
(IDS) operators. Their paper began with a motivation of
IDS operators in terms of their ability to deal efficiently with
photon noise, in particular, to adjust automatically the size
of the spatial-summation area according to the prevailing
quantum catch, so as to maximize spatial resolution at every
light level while maintaining a fixed reliability for spatial-
contrast detection. Despite this motivation, however, the
mathematical analysis of IDS operators in that paper delib-
erately ignored both the noisiness and the granularity of
light: it treated the input image I as a deterministic func-
tion whose values range continuously over the nonnegative
real numbers. In other words, the analysis derived the con-
sequences of applying IDS operators to functions that repre-
sent the expected quantum catch at each point in an input

image rather than the catch itself. This restriction was
motivated by mathematical expediency: it seemed sensible
to begin the analysis of IDS operators with the simplest case
and to defer an exact treatment of noisy images to a later
paper.

In this paper the theory of IDS operators is extended to
photon-noisy images, i.e., to the case in which the input
values I(u, v) are Poisson random variables, like the quan-
tum catches of the photoreceptors. To highlight the simi-
larities and the differences between operators of the form of
Eq. (1.1) and linear operators, what we called IDS operators
in the earlier paper are here renamed constant-volume (CV)
operators. (From the standpoint of this new terminology,
linear operators can be thought of as constant-area opera-
tors. This distinction is explained in Section 3.) Thus Eq.
(1.1) is the general form of a spatially continuous CV opera-
tor, and Fig. 1 illustrates a spatially discrete CV operator
whose spread function is Gaussian.

Cornsweet and Yellott's deterministic analysis focused on
the consequences of applying CV operators to test images
widely studied in psychophysics: edges, spots, and sinusoi-
dal gratings. It showed that besides the expected effect of
causing spatial summation, and thus, spatial resolution, to
vary with input intensity, CV operators also automatically
create a surprising range of additional effects that resemble
important properties of human spatial vision, properties not
usually associated with spatial-summation mechanisms. In
particular, when CV operators are applied to deterministic
images, they act as bandpass filters, so that Mach bands
appear at edges; the peak amplitude of the Mach band at an
edge separating regions of intensity L and L + D depends
only on the contrast ratio DIL, so that increment thresholds
for spots could be expected to obey Weber's law. Moreover,
the background intensity at which the detectability of any
given spot begins to obey Weber's law depends on its size:
the larger the spot, the sooner its increment threshold
should begin to follow Weber's law. This is a property of
human vision2 that is hard to explain in terms of models for
early visual processing in which the retinal image is first
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Fig. 1. Discrete version of the Gaussian CV operator.

subjected to a pointwise nonlinear transformation (to model
photoreceptor transduction and to predict Weber's-law be-
havior) and then convolved with a Mexican hat function [to
model lateral inhibition and to predict bandpass-shaped
contrast-sensitivity functions (CSF's)].

Overall, the main conclusion of the earlier paper was that
while CV operators bear little resemblence to mechanisms
commonly used to model retinal image processing (in partic-
ular, there is no lateral inhibition: the point-spread func-
tion is never negative 3 ), they are remarkably adept at dupli-
cating important features of human spatial vision. Conse-
quently, it seemed worthwhile to extend their analysis to
photon-noisy images, to determine how well a more realistic
model of retinal image processing based on CV operators
could match the quantitative properties of spatial vision.

In this paper we derive the statistical properties
(pointwise means and variances) of the output images creat-
ed by CV operators applied to photon-noisy versions of the
input images dealt with in the earlier paper: edges, spots,
and gratings. These results permit us to calculate the input
image parameters (grating contrast, etc.) that would permit
any test image to be discriminated from a uniform field with
a given level of reliability and consequently to compare the
predictions of a CV operator model with psychophysical
data. These results also allow us to assess the potential
usefulness of CV operators in artificial-image-processing ap-
plications, although that is not the primary focus of this
paper.

Overview of Results
An important (and unexpected) result of this analysis is the
discovery that when CV operators are applied to photon-
noisy images, their consequences are qualitatively different
at high and low light levels, a property that was not at all
evident from the deterministic analysis of the earlier paper. 1

At high light levels (10 or more mean quanta/receptor) the
expected output image for any noisy input image is essen-
tially the same as the output image that would be produced
by applying the same CV operator to the corresponding
deterministic input image, i.e., the image whose intensity at
each point is the mean quantum catch of the noisy image.
Moreover, the variance at each output point is a constant
that is independent of the input image (a constant that can
be made arbitrarily small by a one-time setting of the scale
parameter of the operator). Consequently, at high light
levels the effects of CV operators on noisy images are essen-
tially the same as their effects in the deterministic case:
they still act as self-adjusting bandpass filters whose pass-

band varies with the retinal illuminance, and Weber's law
still holds for any test spot once the background intensity
reaches a critical level.

However, at very low light levels (when the mean quantum
catch falls below 0.1 quantum/receptor), the intrinsic non-
linearity of the CV operation has no opportunity to express
itself, and every CV operator, no matter what its spread
function, becomes effectively equivalent to some low-pass
linear filter. Thus, at low light levels, CV operators applied
to photon-noisy images have entirely different consequences
from those that we would expect from the deterministic case:
they no longer create Mach bands at edges or imply Weber's
law. Instead, spot detectability obeys the deVries-Rose
law.

From a psychophysical standpoint, this change from
bandpass to low-pass filtering means that when photon
noise is explicitly acknowledged, CV operators give a natural
account of the fact that the shape of the human spatial CSF
changes from bandpass to low pass as retinal illuminance
falls to low levels.4 When only deterministic input images
were considered, that effect could not be duplicated by any
CV operator, so it is interesting to find that under more-
realistic assumptions it proves to be an inevitable conse-
quence of photon statistics.

Altogether, the present analysis shows that a simple one-
parameter CV model can give at least a qualitative account
of the major changes that occur in human spatial vision as
the retinal illuminance varies between the absolute thresh-
old [-10-4 troland (Td)] and 1000 Td. In the model consid-
ered here, photon-noisy retinal images (the quantum
catches of the photoreceptors over a 250-msec time interval)
are transformed by a fixed-parameter CV operator (the
Gaussian operator G defined below in Section 3, with its
scale parameter a held constant across all illuminance lev-
els), and it is assumed that any test image becomes discrimi-
nable from a uniform field when the peak value of d' across
its output image reaches some fixed threshold level. This
model correctly predicts that as the retinal illuminance rises
from 10-4 to 103 Td, (1) Ricco's area shrinks 5 ; (2) visual
acuity rises (for gratings, by an overall factor on the order of
100, which matches the increase in human acuity 6 ); (3) peak
spatial-contrast sensitivity rises: the sensitivity at the best
spatial frequency grows as the square root of the mean reti-
nal illuminance up to 0.1 Td (Ref. 4) and reaches an asymp-
tote of the order of 100 (threshold contrast -1%) at 10 Td
(Ref. 4); (4) the shape of the spatial CSF changes from low
pass to bandpass as the illuminance rises above 1 Td (Ref. 4);
(5) increment thresholds obey the deVries-Rose law at low
background illuminances and Weber's law at high ones; (6)
the background illuminance at which Weber's law begins to
hold is higher for small test spots than for large ones.2 The
model also correctly predicts that two sinusoidal gratings
whose frequencies are both above the resolution limit at a
given mean luminance level (and thus are invisible when
viewed individually) can give rise to visible beats when su-
perimposed. 7

It seems rather remarkable that such a broad range of
phenomena can all be created by a single self-adjusting
mechanism driven only by photon noise. One gets a sense
that, despite their lack of resemblence to familiar modeling
devices, CV operators must somehow capture a fundamental
property of retinal image processing. That would not be
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entirely surprising, because it can be shown that an operator
of the general form of Eq. (1.1) is, in a sense, axiomatically
dictated by two fundamental problems faced by any visual
system: the need to maximize spatial resolution in the face
of photon noise and the need to map retinal illuminances
spanning an enormous dynamic range into nerve signals
with a relatively small one. (This argument is spelled out in
Sections 2 and 3.)

However, a theory that only predicts the global qualitative
properties of spatial vision is clearly inadequate: the real
question is whether a model based on CV operators can
make uniformly accurate quantitative predictions. The
present analysis shows that this cannot be achieved by the
bare-bones CV model considered here, a model in which the
photoreceptor quantum catch is simply accumulated for a
fixed period of time and then filtered by a CV operator.
That model has two major flaws. First, at low retinal illu-
minances (<0.1 Td, the range where CV operators become
effectively linear), the illuminance-related changes pro-
duced by the CV operation are too sluggish to match human
performance. For example, at low light levels human visual
acuity grows rapidly with retinal illuminance, nearly propor-
tionally to its square root,6 whereas the Gaussian CV opera-
tor predicts a much slower rate of growth. This is a by-
product of its effective linearity in this range, which causes it
(and all CV operators) to predict incorrectly that at low light
levels the spatial CSF should translate rigidly upward (in a
log-log plot) as the mean retinal illuminance increases.
[Experimentally, we find instead that between absolute
threshold and 0.1 Td, the CSF shifts both upward and side-
ways (i.e., parallel to the log frequency axis) as illuminance
rises. 4]

The other major flaw appears at moderate-to-high light
levels, where the nonlinear properties of the CV operation
fully express themselves. Here, the problem is that the
illuminance-related changes in contrast sensitivity pro-
duced by CV operators are too drastic to match human
performance. For example, the Gaussian CV operator im-
plies that above 10 Td the entire spatial CSF should shift
rigidly along the (log) frequency axis as the mean retinal
illuminance varies, so that both the peak of the CSF and its
high-frequency cutoff (i.e., visual acuity) should grow pro-
portionally with the square root of the retinal illuminance.
(It seems virtually certain that this is true for any CV opera-
tor, regardless of its spread function, although mathematical
scruples preclude a blanket assertion.) Neither of these
effects occurs in human vision: above 10 Td the peak and
the cutoff of the CSF for humans both change hardly at all.4

In addition, the CV model predicts that as retinal illumi-
nance increases, contrast sensitivity at low spatial frequen-
cies should decrease. That effect is never observed in hu-
man vision.

Of course the model analyzed here represents a rather
primitive implementation of the basic CV idea: its linear
analog would be a model with a single working part, a single
linear filter, such as a difference of Gaussians, whose param-
eters are required to remain constant across all retinal illu-
minance levels. In comparison with that model, the
achievements of the CV model analyzed here are quite im-
pressive and might encourage us to construct more-elabo-
rate theories in which the basic CV operation is supplement-
ed by other mechanisms. For scotopic and mesopic vision,

this could be a useful exercise, because in that range the
basic change that needs to be made seems fairly obvious, and
it would be interesting to see whether it actually works. For
photopic vision, on the other hand, I do not see any obvious
way to design a viable model based on CV operators; the
operation itself is not well adapted to perform in a high light
environment, where photon noise is no longer a significant
factor. (These points are discussed in Section 11.)

From the standpoint of psychophysical theory, then, the
usefulness of CV operators seems at best problematic. Cer-
tainly it would be premature to say that such a basic mathe-
matical tool will find no place in psychophysical theory.
That would be like saying that linear operators are useless
because they cannot model all the properties of spatial vi-
sion. The results presented here do not rule out the possi-
bility that CV operators could be used to construct precise
models of spatial vision for a restricted range of retinal
illuminances. However, the results do show that there are
fundamental obstacles that must be overcome for such a
program to be successful. Even if such models could be
devised, physiology suggests that the results would probably
be more a formal exercise than a description of retinal reali-
ty. While it is surprisingly hard to find physiological evi-
dence that clearly rules out the possibility of CV-like opera-
tions in the retina, what evidence does exist is negative, and
recent studies suggest that the vertebrate retina achieves the
same general goal (illuminance-dependent spatial filtering)
by entirely different means. (These points are discussed in
Section 11.)

For visual science, then, CV operators may well remain
only theoretical curiosities: devices for modeling a retina
that might have been but not the one that we have. For
image engineering, however, their future seems more prom-
ising. The results presented here show that they provide a
simple and effective algorithm for transforming photon-
noisy input images whose mean intensities (and, conse-
quently, signal-to-noise ratios) span a large range into out-
put images that have a constant dynamic range, a noise level
uniformly smaller than any desired upper bound, and a
spatial resolution that automatically adjusts to match the
prevailing light level. Although a discussion of specific ap-
plications is beyond the scope of this paper, it seems likely
that such an algorithm could be useful in the design of
surveillance systems and visual robots.

Organization of the Paper
In Sections 2-4 the stage is set for the analysis, and Sections
5-9 give the results. In Section 2 we review the constraints
imposed on contrast detection by photon noise and show
how they motivate an intensity-dependent spatial-summa-
tion operation located at the level of the photoreceptors, an
operation implemented by intensity-dependent point-
spread functions. In Section 3 we show how CV operators
can be arrived at deductively, starting from a general family
of variable-point-spread operators, by requiring two proper-
ties: (1) an area-intensity trade-off adapted to Poisson sta-
tistics and (2) dc suppression. As in the preceding paper, we
focus here on a special case: the Gaussian CV operator. In
Section 3 we define that operator, explain its unique mathe-
matical convenience, and show that its output image values
are uniformly bounded. Section 3 also includes an explana-
tion of the relationship between physically realizable (i.e.,
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discrete) CV operators and their continuous approxima-
tions, which are analytically indispensable but require tact-
ful handling.

In Section 4 we review the mathematical properties of CV
operators applied to deterministic input images, properties
that were derived in the preceding paper.' These are still
useful in the noisy-input case, because when the illuminance
is not too low (10 or more mean quanta/receptor), the ex-
pected output image produced by a Gaussian CV operator
for any photon-noisy input image is essentially the same as
its output to the corresponding expected input image, i.e.,
the deterministic image obtained by replacing the input
random variables with their expected values. In Section 5
we prove that convenient fact and also show that the output
variance of a Gaussian CV operator has an upper bound (for
all possible input images) that varies inversely with the
square of its scale parameter. When the scale parameter is
adjusted to fit psychophysical data, this upper bound proves
to be small compared with the output values themselves:
the maximum possible standard deviation is of the order of
2% of the mean output value, and for most images the actual
standard deviation proves to be about 0.2% of the mean. In
other words, the output images produced by this operator
can be made virtually noise free.

In Sections 6-9 we deal with specific types of input images,
the photon-noisy versions of the inputs considered in Ref. 1.
In Section 6 we derive the mean and the variance of the
response to uniform fields. Surprisingly, the mean response
to a noisy uniform field with intensity (mean quanta/recep-
tor) I is not a constant, as it is for deterministic images, but it
grows as 1 - exp(-I). This is the first indication of what
proves to be a general rule: CV operators produce qualita-
tively different effects, depending on whether the illumi-
nance is more or less than 10 quanta/receptor.

In Section 7 we deal with the response to edges. A key
result of the previous paper was that in the deterministic
case, edges in the input image create Mach bands in the
output image, and the peak amplitudes of these Mach bands
obey Weber's law. Here, it is shown that the same is true of
the expected response to Poisson noisy edges once the input
illuminance reaches 10 mean quanta/receptor. Moreover,
the peak amplitude value is independent of the scale param-
eter of the CV operator, which means that the edge-response
signal-to-noise ratio can be made arbitrarily large by adjust-
ing that parameter (though at a cost in spatial resolution).
Below 10 quanta/receptor the expected responses to Poisson
noisy edges lose their Mach bands, which is a rather surpris-
ing result, since the deterministic case reveals no such effect:
its edge response contains Mach bands whose amplitudes
are constant (for a fixed contrast edge) across all input lev-
els. The loss of Mach bands in the noisy-input case indi-
cates that CV operators automatically transform themselves
from bandpass to low-pass filters as the mean quantum
catch falls to low levels.

In fact, below 0.1 mean quantum/receptor, CV operators
become effectively equivalent to linear low-pass filters. In
Section 8 this metamorphosis is shown directly in the re-
sponse to sinusoidal gratings. For input contrasts of the
order of 10% or less, CV operators act as linear operators at
all light levels, returning sinusoidal outputs for sinusoidal
inputs. - (In the noisy-input case, this means that when the
expected input image is a sinusoid, the expected output

image is a sinusoid.) Consequently, a modulation transfer
function (MTF) can be defined, and, combined with the
variances derived in Section 6, these MTF's can be used to
predict spatial CSF's. Section 8 shows that the Gaussian
CV operator's MTF undergoes two changes as the mean
illuminance decreases: it shifts down along the frequency
axis (indicating a loss in spatial resolution) and, below 10
quanta/receptor, its shape changes from bandpass to low
pass. The same changes also appear in the CSF, and in
addition (because of changes in the output noise level) it
shows an overall loss of contrast sensitivity at mean illumi-
nances of <1 quantum/receptor, a loss quite similar to the
one observed in human CSF's. Section 8 concludes with a
demonstration that CV operators also predict the fact that
gratings that are individually invisible, because their fre-
quencies are higher than the resolution limit at a given
retinal illuminance level, give rise to visible beats when su-
perimposed.

In Section 9 responses to spots (targets of the sort used in
psychophysical increment threshold measurements) are dis-
cussed. The Gaussian CV operator's threshold-versus-
background-intensity (TVI) curves, which obey the de-
Vries-Rose law (quantum-limited detection) at low back-
ground intensities and Weber's law at high ones, are dis-
cussed. If a small amount of dark light is assumed, to limit
detection on zero backgrounds (i.e., absolute threshold), the
CV operator's TVI curve provides a fairly good (but intrinsi-
cally never perfect) fit to human data. In Section 9 we also
show how CV operators give rise to Ricco's law and cause the
size of Ricco's area to shrink as background illuminance
rises. Section 9 concludes with a calculation of the quantum
efficiency of CV operators (i.e., of an observer whose input is
a photon-noisy image filtered by a Gaussian CV operator).

In Section 10 some unsolved mathematical problems
posed by CV operators are listed. In contrast to the deter-
ministic case dealt with in the preceding paper,' the noisy-
input case has not proved to be mathematically docile, and
most of its properties are known analytically only for special
cases (in particular, the Gaussian case) or, even worse, are
known only empirically, from the results of simulations.
Thus, while the main outlines of the consequences of image
processing by CV operators now seem clear from a mixture of
analysis and computation, many open problems still remain.
Those described in Section 10 are only the ones that seem
most immediate.

Finally, in Section 11 we summarize the successes and
failures of the Gaussian CV operator as a model of image
processing in the retina and discuss the problems involved in
remedying its defects.

2. PHOTON NOISE AND SPATIAL
SUMMATION

As Rose8 and deVries 9 pointed out more than 40 years ago,
contrast detection by any visual system is ultimately limited
by the ability of the system to determine whether the mean
of one Poisson random variable differs from that of another.
For example, suppose that a patch of retina contains R
photoreceptors and that its illuminance, the mean quantum
catch per receptor, is I in one time interval and I + CI (C > 0)
in the next. Any sensible mechanism for detecting this
increase will at least require the actual total catch in the
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second interval to be greater than that in the first. Using
that criterion alone (and the normal approximation to the
Poisson distribution), the probability of detection is
NIC[RI/(2 + C)]1/2}, where N is the normal distribution func-
tion:

N(z) = J [1/(27r)1/2exp(-x 2/2)dx. (2.1)

For this probability to be at least 0.99, it is necessary that
C[RI/(2 + C)]'/2 > 2.3, or, as an order-of-magnitude require-
ment,

RI > 10/C2 . (2.2)

It is instructive to compare relation (2.2) with the parame-
ters of human vision. The working range of the visual sys-
tem is roughly -4 to +6 log Td, and the mean quantum catch
of the photoreceptors is about 4 per sec per receptor per
troland.1 0 If 0.25 sec is taken as a conservative upper bound
for the temporal integration period of photoreceptors, rela-
tion (2.2) implies that the minimum contrast that can reli-
ably be detected from the quantum catch of a single receptor
ranges from C = 316 at 10-4 Td through C = 3.16 at 1 Td to C
= 0.003 at 106 Td. Human contrast thresholds are generally
much lower than this (of course, for targets larger than a
receptor): observers can detect contrasts of the order of C =
1 when retinal illuminance is 10-4 Td and of the order of C =
0.01 above 1 Td. 4 ' 1 Clearly this would be impossible with-
out some mechanism that, in effect, sums the quantum
catches of many receptors, creating a signal that can satisfy
the kind of constraint represented by relation (2.2).

On the other hand, spatial summation necessarily limits
spatial resolution: a signal based on the total quantum
catch of many receptors cannot carry information about the
catch of any single one. Thus there is always a conflict
between the ability to detect small contrasts and the ability
to detect any contrast at all in small areas. Requirement
(2.2) suggests resolving this conflict by causing the summa-
tion area R to vary inversely with the illuminance level I,
permitting a fixed minimum contrast to be detected with a
fixed reliability across all illuminance levels and simulta-
neously maximizing spatial resolution at any given level.

Assuming that intensity-dependent spatial summation is
desirable, how should it be accomplished? The first design
question is, Where should the size of the summation area be
set: at the level of the summation units that collect signals
from photoreceptors or at the level of the receptors them-
selves? Any attempt to implement the first solution must
contend with an awkward "catch-22" dilemma: in order to
adjust the size of its summation area according to the light
level, a summation unit must estimate that level from signals
it gets from receptors in its current summation area, but it
cannot decide whether any given receptor should be within
that area until it knows the light level. A more attractive
option is to let each photoreceptor vote on the appropriate
size of the summation area, guided by its own quantum
catch, i.e., spread its signal over an area that varies according
to that catch. In that case there is no catch-22 problem: no
receptor needs to know anything more than its own input,
and locally optimal spatial-summation areas can be created
by parallel computations occuring simultaneously through-
out the retina.

3. CONSTANT-VOLUME OPERATORS

In Section 2 we showed that photon noise motivates an
intensity-dependent spatial-summation operation, and de-
sign considerations suggest implementing that operation at
the level of the photoreceptor point-spread functions. At
that early level it seems pointless to build in any orientation
bias, so the operation should be rotation invariant, and par-
simony dictates that it should also be translation invariant.
Combining all four requirements, we are led to a class of
image-processing operators of the general form

O[I](xy) =J J F[I(u, v)]S1G[I(u, v)][(x - u)2

+ (y - V)2]jdudv, (3.1)

where I(u, v) is the value of the input image I at point (u, v)
[I(u, v) > 0, since it represents the light intensity]; O [I] (x, y)
is the value of the output image O[I] at point (x, y); S is an
arbitrary real-valued spread function, which is assumed to
be nonnegative to capture the idea of summation; and F and
G are real functions that remain to be determined. This
class includes both linear operators (the case in which F is
the identity function and G is a constant) and the constant-
volume operators defined in Section 1 (the case in which
both F and G are the identity function).

We shall now specify F and G. Operator (3.1) describes a
two-stage process in which each input point (u, v) first gives
rise to a point-spread function whose value at the output
point (x, y) is

F[I(u, v)]S{G[I(u, v)][(x - u)2 + (y -v)], (3.2)

and the entire set of point-spread functions is then summed
to produce the output image. The center height of the
point-spread function around any input point (u, v) is F[I(u,
v)]S(0), and its volume is the integral of expression (3.2) over
the (x, y) plane, which after the change of variable x' = (x -

u)IG[I(u, v)]}1
/
2
, y = (y - v)IG[I(u, v)]1/ 2 , equals

(3.3){F[I(u, v)]/G[I(u, v)]IV,,

where V, is the constant given by

Vs = j j S(X2 + y 2)dxdy.

If it is assumed that S(0) > 0, the equivalent area covered by
the point-spread function around input point (u, v) is its
volume divided by its center height, i.e.,

area = V,/IS(0)G[I(u, v)]}. (3.5)

The signal-detection argument in Section 2 implies that this
area should vary inversely with the input intensity I(u, v),
and so we are led to the specialization G(I) = I.

This leaves F to be identified. Nothing about photon
noise per se seems to force that choice, so its rationale must
be sought elsewhere. One consideration here is to ensure
that the output signals created by 0 should always fall with-
in a fixed dynamic range, regardless of the actual retinal
illuminance level (since that level spans a range of 10 log
units, while the optic nerve has an effective working range of
about 2). Also, at any fixed mean illuminance level, it seems
sensible that the responses to input contrasts around that
level should be able to exploit the entire response range.

John I. Yellott, Jr.
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This suggests that our operator should be designed to create
dc suppression, i.e., to cause all uniform fields, whatever
their intensity, to produce the same baseline response. If
the input image I in Eq. (3.1) is a uniform field, i.e., I(u, v)
equals any positive constant L, then, after the change of
variables u' = (u - x)[G(L)]'/2, v' = (v - y)[G(L)]'/', the
output image is also a uniform field whose value at every
point is

[F(L)/G(L)] Vs (3.6)

Consequently, to guarantee dc suppression, we require F(L)/
G(L) to be a constant, which we can arbitrarily take to be 1.
However, the uniform field response, expression (3.6), is
simply the volume under the point-spread function when
the input intensity is L [i.e., expression (3.3), with I(u, v) =
L). Thus we have shown that the only operators of the form
of Eq. (3.1) that ensure dc suppression are those in which the
volume under the point spread is a constant, independent of
the input intensity. When that condition is coupled with
the requirement that the point-spread area vary inversely
with the input intensity, we are left with the class of opera-
tors

O[I](x, y) = J J I(u, V)S1I(u, v)[(x - U)2

+ (y - v)2]ldudv, (3.7)

i.e., the CV operators described in Section 1.
[Of course, all operators of the form of Eq. (3.1) with F = G

cause the point-spread volume to be constant. However,
Eq. (3.7) can be considered the generic form of a CV opera-
tor: any other case of Eq. (3.1) with F = G can be regarded
as a two-stage operation in which the input image is subject-
ed first to a transformation F and then to an operator of the
form of Eq. (3.7).]

As was noted in Section 1, what we call CV operators here
were called IDS operators in the preceding paper.' The
reason for abandoning that name is that any operator of the
form of Eq. (3.1) with G nonconstant can legitimately be
regarded as an IDS operator, since the point-spread area
[Eq. (3.5)] will vary with the input intensity. The antithesis
of intensity-dependent spatial summation is the case in
which G is constant, notably, the linear operators. In the
same sense that Eq. (3.7) represents the generic form of a CV
operator, linear operators represent the generic forms of
constant-area operators, i.e., operators in which the spatial
extent of the influence on the output image of any point in
the input image is independent of the input value at that
point.

Gaussian Constant-Volume Operators
In this paper, as in the preceding one, we focus mainly on a
special case: the Gaussian CV operator, denoted by G and
defined as follows:

G[I](x, y) = J I(u, v)(1/27ra')exp1(-1/2u2)I(u, v)

X [(x - u)2 + (y - )2]dudv. (3.8)

Here, the point-spread function around an input point (u,
v) with an intensity I(u, v) is a two-dimensional Gaussian

probability-density function whose equivalent area is 27r2/
I(u, v). The distance unit in both the input and output
image planes is assumed to be the diameter of one photore-
ceptor, and so 27r-a2/I(u, v) describes the size of the point
spread in receptor areas. The scale parameter a entirely
determines the numerical properties of G; sometimes we use
the notation G, to make that dependence explicit. From a
mathematical standpoint, the Gaussian is a uniquely conve-
nient form of the point-spread function, because it is the
only separable case, i.e., S(x2

+ y
2

) = S(X2)S(y2) for all x, y if
and only if S(x2) = exp(ax2). (Strictly, this is true if S is
continuous at least one point.'2 ) The constants in Eq. (3.8)
are chosen so that the volume under the point-spread func-
tion is 1.0. That choice is arbitrary: it simply sets the value
of the response to uniform field input images, i.e., the value
of G[II (x, y) when the input image I(u, v) is any positive
constant.

Discrete Constant-Volume Operators
Continuous CV operators such as that described by Eq. (3.8)
are analytically useful because they admit the power of the
calculus, but from a physical standpoint they can be regard-
ed only as approximations to discrete CV operators, opera-
tors that could actually be constructed. To appreciate the
limits of these continuous approximations, we need a precise
model of the discrete CV operators that they are supposed to
emulate. Such operators can be described as follows.
Imagine that an image falls upon a checkerboardlike array of
densely packed square photoreceptors, each measuring 1 X 1
(so that the distance unit in the input image plane is one
receptor diameter). The center of one receptor is taken to
be the origin of the input plane, and each receptor is identi-
fied by its centerpoint coordinates (u, v), where u = 0, ±1,
+2, . . , and v = 0, i1, ±2, . . , relative to that origin. An
input image I corresponds to some function mapping the set
of receptor coordinates I(u, v)} into nonnegative integers {I(u,
v)}: the quantum catches of the receptors. Next, imagine a
second plane, the output image plane, containing another
densely packed checkerboard array of square summation
units, each again 1 X 1 (so that the distance unit in the
output image plane is one photoreceptor diameter). Each
summation unit is identified by the coordinates of its center-
point, say, (x, y), and the summation unit (x, y) is thought of
as lying directly below receptor (x, y). When receptor (u, v)
catches I(u, v) quanta, it creates a point-spread function
over the output image plane whose value at any point (p, g) is

I(u, v)SII(u, v)[(p - u)2 + (q -V)21. (3.9)

The summation unit centered at (x, y) integrates the point-
spread function (3.9) over its 1 X 1 surface area, so that the
point-spread contribution from receptor (u, v) to summation
unit (x, y) is

~y+O.5 x+0.5t0.5 fx-O. I(u, v)S{I(u, v)[(p - U)2 + (q-v)]1dpdq.
fy- ( x-0.5

(3.10)

The total point-spread contribution from all the receptors to
the summation unit (x, y) is the sum of expression (3.10) over
all u, v, and that number is the output image value at coordi-
nates (x, y); i.e., the discrete output image is exactly
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Z E y+O. 5 x+0.5O(x,y) =E7 _ j0 + I(u, V)SII(u, V)[(p - u)2
u V y-0 0.5 Jx-.5

+ (q - v)2 ] dpdq. (3.11)

Now we make approximations. If the point-spread function
(3.9) is essentially constant over the 1 X 1 area of summation
unit (x, y), the integral expression (3.10) can be replaced by
I(u, v)SjI(u, v)[(x - u)2 + (y - v)2]j. The output image then
becomes

O[I](x, y) = I(u, v)SII(u, v)[(x - U)2 + (y - V)2]1.
U V

(3.12)

If it is assumed that I(u, v)SII(u, v)[(x - u)2 + (y - v)2] is
approximately constant over areas the size of a single recep-
tor, the sum in Eq. (3.12) can be replaced by the integral Eq.
(3.7), i.e., by a continuous CV operator.

Saturation
The error created by approximating Eq. (3.11) with Eq. (3.7)
depends on the size of the input values I(u, v) relative to the
spatial extent of the basic spread function S. In general, as I
becomes large, the area covered by a point-spread function
IS(Ir2 ) shrinks, and eventually that function can no longer
be treated as constant across a single summation unit. The
most important practical consequence of this is that the
continuous approximation [Eq. (3.7)] fails to reveal a satura-
tion effect that limits the performance of any real CV opera-
tor at high light levels. Saturation occurs when the quan-
tum catch of a receptor creates a point-spread function
whose entire volume is confined to an area smaller than the
receptor itself, smaller, that is, than the 1 X 1 area of the
summation unit below that receptor. In that case, the true
point-spread contribution from the receptor to the summa-
tion unit directly below it, i.e., the integral [Eq. (3.10)] for x
= u, y = v), is the volume constant Vs, but the approximation
treats it as I(u, v)S(0), which is potentially unbounded.
When the quantum catch at every receptor exceeds the satu-
ration limit of a discrete CV operator, its true output image
is a uniform field with the value V everywhere, so all con-
trast is lost. However, that loss will not necessarily be ap-
parent from its continuous approximation, since the approx-
imation envisages infinitely small receptors and summation
units, which would make saturation impossible. For exam-
ple, when the input is a grating of the form L(1 + m
cos 2rfu), with m2 < 1, and L grows without bound, any
discrete CV operator will eventually saturate and produce a
uniform output field for every frequency f. However its
continuous approximation will disguise that fact and imply
instead that the operator's high-frequency cutoff simply in-
creases without bound.

To avoid such pitfalls, we must know the input level at
which a discrete CV operator will begin to show significant
saturation effects. Here, we are concerned chiefly with the
Gaussian operator G approximated by Eq. (3.8), and in all
numerical examples its parameter a is taken to be 100.
(That choice is based on psychophysical modeling consider-
ations discussed below.) Analysis and computational expe-
rience show that this operator begins to saturate when the
input level reaches about 104 quanta/receptor. (At that

level the equivalent area of the point-spread function is
roughly 6 receptors, and the point spread from a receptor to
its own summation unit is about 15% of the total spread.)
Consequently, its continuous approximation will be used
only for images of considerably <104 quanta/receptor.

Integer-Valued Inputs and Bounded Output Images
Whether we deal with discrete CV operators or their contin-
uous approximations, it is important to bear in mind that the
input image values I(u, u) are receptor quantum catches and
consequently must be integers, never fractions. The impor-
tance of this constraint can be seen if we attempt to deter-
mine what the maximum output value can be for a given CV
operator, e.g., the Gaussian case [Eq. (3.8)]. It was noted
above that the response of this operator to all uniform field
inputs is a constant uniform field with a value of 1.0, and in
Ref. 1 it was found that the maximum response of the opera-
tor to a wide variety of input images was always less than 2.0.
On that basis it was asserted, without proof, that the Gauss-
ian CV operator compresses all possible input images into a
common finite range of output values. But when we try to
prove that claim, an apparent problem arises. Suppose that
we seek to construct the input image I that will create the
maximum possible value of G[I] (x, y) in Eq. (3.8). Without
a loss of generality we can consider only the output point (x,
y) = (0, 0), and because of the circular symmetry of the
point-spread functions we need consider only circular sym-
metric input images: I(u, v) = I(r), where r2

= u2 + v2.
When it is converted to polar coordinates, Eq. (3.8) becomes

G[I](0, 0) = J [I(r)r/r 2 ]exp[(-1/2)I(r)r 2 /a 2 ]dr, (3.13)

and we seek the I(r) that maximizes Eq. (3.13). Differentia-
tion shows that the integrand [I(r)r/cr2]exp[(-1/2)I(r)r2 /u2 ]
is maximized at every r by the input image I(r) = 2 2/r2, and
for that input Eq. (3.13) becomes

G[I](0, 0) = (2/r)exp(-1)dr,
0

(3.14)

which is infinite, a disturbing result. Of course, the solution
of Eq. (3.14) is unrealistic because it fails to represent the
fact that the unbounded input image 2 2/r2 would saturate
the receptor at the origin, making its output 1 rather than -.
To correct for this, we can break Eq. (3.14) into two parts,
one giving a realistic account of the point-spread contribu-
tion of the receptor at the origin and the other giving the
total contribution of all other receptors:

G[IJ(0, 0) = 1 + J (2/r)exp(-1)dr. (3.15)

However, this concession to realism does not solve the prob-
lem; the maximum output is still infinite. In fact, any input
image of the form I(r) = K, for r R, and I(r) = (2a-2/r2), for r
> R, will make Eq. (3.13) infinite, since G[I] (0, 0) will be

1-exp[(-1/2)KR 2 /cr2] + J (2/r)exp(-1)dr. (3.16)

Thus it is not the large values of the maximal input image
(2u-2/r2) near the origin that cause the output to be infinite;
rather, it is the small values of 2a2/r2 far from the origin.
And therein lies the fallacy of the solution. Since the values
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of any real input image must be integers, the maximizing
input function I(r) = (2a-2/r2) describes a possible input only
when r < oaV2. For larger values of r, the integer-valued I(r)
that maximizes the integrand in Eq. (3.13) is I(r) = 1. Con-
sequently, the maximum output value for any physically
possible input image is in fact bounded:

r21/2

G[Imax] (0, 0) < 1 + j (2/r)exp(-1)dr

+ J (r/a 2)exp[(-1/2a-2 )r2 ]dr
Ja2 /2

= 1 + 2 exp(-1)[ln(a-212) - ln(1/2)]

+ exp(-1). (3.17)

For a = 100, this upper bound is 5.5. [The upper bound of
2.0 that is conjectured, more or less on empirical grounds, in
Ref. 1 proves to be not far wrong, because the analysis in that
paper focused on the case a = 1. For that value of a, relation
(3.17) yields an upper bound of 2.1.] Analysis and computa-
tional experience with the case a- = 100 show that most input
images create output values in the range 0-2.

4. RESPONSES TO DETERMINISTIC INPUT
IMAGES

To understand the effects of CV operators on photon-noisy
images, integer-valued stochastic processes, it is analytically
convenient to begin with their responses to deterministic
input images whose values need not be integers, i.e., arbi-
trary nonnegative real functions I(u, v). These can be
thought of as the expectations of actual noisy images.
Cornsweet and Yellottl derived the main results of applying
CV operators to such images. Their analysis focused on the
Gaussian operator G [i.e., Eq. (3.8)] but emphasized that
that case is unique only in its mathematical convenience:
all CV operators share the same general properties. To
demonstrate this, Cornsweet and Yellott proved a number of
theorems that apply to all operators of the form of Eq. (1.1),
independent of the exact form of the spread function S. In
this section we review some of these results for later use.
(The first two are obvious consequences of the construction
of CV operators. All proofs can be found in Ref. 1.)

Result 1: Invariance under Translation and Rotation
For all CV operators, translating or rotating the input image
by any amount leaves the output image unchanged except
for translation or rotation by the same amount.

Result 2: Uniform Field Response
For all CV operators, the output image produced by any
nonzero uniform field input I(u, v) L is a uniform field
whose value at every point is the volume constant V8 given
by expression (3.4). (For the Gaussian operator G, V8 = 1.)

Result 3: Scaling Theorem
For any positive constant k and any input image I(u, v),

O[kI(u, v)](x, y) = O[I(u/kl' 2 , v/k'12 )](xk' 12, yk'12). (4.1)

This result is the technical key to the general properties of
CV operators. It means that the effect of multiplying all the
input intensities by a constant k is the same as rescaling the

input image: step at from

a: 19 to 159
B: 1 to 15
c: lto1.5

A:
\. V;.~~~~~~~~~~~~

1,1

a c

Qg9

0 150 300
distance in photoreceptor diameters

Fig. 2. Edge-response profiles for the Gaussian CV operator G10 0
applied to deterministic input images [Eq. (4.2)].

original image by the factor k1/2 on both dimensions, apply-
ing 0 to that image, and then rescEaling the output image by
the factor 1/k/ 2, i.e., back to the original size. Weber's-law
behavior and many other properties follow from this.

Result 4: Edge Responses, Mach Bands, and Weber's Law
When the input image is an edge of the form I(u, v) = L, for u
< 0, and I(u, v) = L + D, for u > 0 (i.e., a step), the output of
the Gaussian CV operator is

G[I](x, y) = N[(x/l-)(L + D)1/2] + N[-(x/)L' 12 ], (4.2)

where N is the normal integral [Eq. (2.1)]. Figure 2 illus-
trates the response of G (with the parameter a = 100) to
three different input edges. Here L ranges from 1 to 100
quanta/receptor but the contrast D/L is fixed at 0.5. It can
be seen that all the responses exhibit Mach bands, and the
peak and trough amplitudes of these Mach bands are the
same in all cases. Analysis of Eq. (4.2) shows that the maxi-
mum response occurs at Xma = a[(1/D)ln(1 + D/L)]1/2, and
the output value there is independent of the scale parameter
a and the baseline illuminance L:

G(Xmax) = Nl[(1 + L/D)ln(1 + D/L)]"/21

+ N1-[(L/D)ln(1 + D/L)] 1/21, (4.3)

which depends only on the Weber fraction D/L. The mini-
mum response occurs at -xmax and falls as far below the
baseline response value (i.e., 1.0) as the maximum is above it.
In other words, the peak and trough values of the Mach
bands in any edge response always obey Weber's law. This
is a general property of all CV operators. Another general
property is that the distances of the peak and the trough of
the Mach bands from the edge itself vary as 1/L1/2. This
suggests that spatial resolution will vary as L1/2, which
proves to be true.

(In view of result 1, all the statements in result 4 apply to
any edge, whatever its location and orientation.)

Result 5: Responses to Sinusoids
Since CV operators are nonlinear, they must exhibit some
harmonic distortion, and Fig. 3 shows the form that distor-
tion takes in the Gaussian case when the input is a high-
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input contrast = 0.9
frequency = 0.01 cycles/receptor
mean intensity = 100 quanta/receptor

input contrast = 0.1
frequency = 0.01 cycle/receptor
mean intensity = 100 quanta/receptor

1.4

1..

with an error on the order of m2 . Consequently, for low-
contrast inputs it is sensible to speak of the MTF of the
Gaussian CV operator: the ratio of output contrast to input
contrast as a function of the input frequency f. Equation
(4.4) shows that this MTF is

(2r 2 -2f2/L)exp(_r 2a2 f2lL). (4.5)

By a remarkable coincidence, at any fixed mean illuminance
L this MTF is the same as that of Marr and Hildreth's1 3 del2

- G operator, i.e., the linear operator whose impulse re-
sponse is the negative Laplacian of a Gaussian. However, in
contrast to the MTF of a linear operator, expression (4.5)
changes with the mean illuminance: plotted in log-log coor-
dinates, as shown in Fig. 4, it shifts bodily along the frequen-

1N cy axis as L changes, so that the best frequency is (I/aer2l/ 2)
L1/2, and visual acuity (defined as the highest frequency at

.6

1.2

.9.98

9

L= 0.01
D= 1
W e 100

4.
IN

Fig. 3. Response profiles for G100 applied to deterministic sinusoi-
dal gratings of high (top) and low (bottom) contrast. The distance
unit is photoreceptor diameters.

L = 10
D = 8
W = 100

output/input contrast

0.01

8 1 

8.9991 8.991 8.91 8.1 1
spatial frequency (cycles/receptor)

Fig. 4. MTF's [expression (4.5)] of G100 for deterministic input
images at different retinal illuminance levels.

contrast sinusoidal grating. However, as Fig. 3 also shows,
when the input contrast is 10%, the output appears quite
sinusoidal. Analysis confirms that impression: when G is
applied to an input of the form I(u, v) = L(1 + m cos 2rfu)
and m is 0.1 or less, the output image is approximately

G[I](x, y) = 1 + (27r2 a 2 f2lL)exp(- r2 a-2 f 2/L)(m cos 27rfx),

I

L = 1000
D = 2600
W = 100

' A

100

Fig. 5. Response profiles (along the x axis) for G100 applied to a
deterministic squaro spot of intensity L + D surrounded by a back-
ground of intensity L [Eq. (4.6)]. The spot width W is 100 receptor
diameters. D was adjusted to produce a constant peak response
amplitude of 1.15.
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which the MTF exceeds any fixed threshold) varies directly
as L/ 2 . The MTF's of all CV operators vary with illumi-
nance in this same way, and so all imply that acuity grows as
L1/2. 

Psychophysics shows that human visual acuity for grat-
ings does grow roughly as the square root of retinal illumi-
nance6 (although only up to about 10 Td). Thus CV opera-
tors give a fairly accurate account of that aspect of visual
performance. However, the human spatial CSF does not
maintain a fixed shape across all light levels and simply shift
left or right along the (log) frequency axis as the mean
illuminance changes. Instead, as the illuminance increases
from zero, the CSF initially shifts but also rises (sensitivity
increases at all frequencies) and then, at around 1 Td,
changes shape from low pass to bandpass.4 Beyond 10 Td,
the peak frequency of the CSF remains quite constant at
roughly 5 cycles/deg. Applied to deterministic images, no
CV operator can create a MTF that rises or changes shape
with the mean illuminance, and so when only such images
were considered it seemed impossible for CV operators to
model those two properties of human spatial vision. As we
shall see, both prove to be natural consequences of CV oper-
ators applied to photon-noisy images.

Result 6: Spot Responses and Increment Thresholds
When the input image I is a square spot of width W and
intensity L + D, centered at the origin, and surrounded by a
uniform background field of intensity L, the output image of
the Gaussian CV operator is

G[I](x, y) = 1 + (N[A(W/2 - x)] - N[-A(W/2 + x)]}

X N[A(W/2 - y)] - N[-A(W/2 + y)]j)

- (IN[B(W/2 - x)] - N[-B(W/2 + x)]}

X N[B(W/2 - y)] - N[-B(W/2 + y)])), (4.6)

whereA= (1/o-)(L+D)1/2 andB= (1/o)L'/2. Figure5shows
profiles (across the x axis) of the response to spots of a fixed
size for three different background intensities. The incre-
ment D was adjusted to keep the peak response value con-
stant, simulating an increment threshold measurement. It
can be seen that as the background intensity rises, the Mach
bands at the edges of the spot become narrower and eventu-
ally cease to overlap. Once that level is reached, the peak
response value always occurs at the peaks of the Mach
bands, and the size of that peak obeys Weber's law. Conse-
quently, a plot of the threshold value of D against the back-
ground intensity L (a TVI curve) will indicate that incre-
ment thresholds obey Weber's law above some critical back-
ground intensity level, a level that is higher for smaller spot
sizes, as illustrated in Fig. 6. Human TVI curves show a
qualitatively similar behavior. 2 Equation (4.6) can also be
used to show that the increment threshold obeys Ricco's law
for spot sizes smaller than a critical area, an area that shrinks
as the background intensity increases. (Figure 10 in Ref. 1
illustrates that effect.) Of course, that is one of the proper-
ties of human vision5 that originally motivated our interest
in CV operators.

Altogether, then, when CV operators are applied to deter-
ministic images, they create a wide range of effects resem-
bling well-known properties of human spatial vision: Mach
bands, Weber's-law behavior, Ricco's-law behavior, and J-

shaped TVI curves. However, because these images are
noise free, there is nothing in the model at this stage that
creates a natural threshold; i.e., there are no intrinsic limits
to contrast detection. Consequently the choice of a thresh-
old response value is arbitrary, and meaningful comparisons
with psychophysical data are impossible. To make such
comparisons, we need to introduce photon noise and then
determine the input parameters required to produce thresh-
old-level signal-to-noise ratios. In the next section we begin
that process.

5. NOISY IMAGES: NOTATION AND
PRELIMINARY RESULTS

We now apply CV operators to photon-noisy input images,
i.e., images in which the input values I(u, v) are Poisson
random variables. To distinguish between these random
inputs and deterministic ones, Q(u, v) is used to denote the
random variable corresponding to the quantum catch at the
input point (u, v). The expected value E{Q(u, v)} is denoted
by q(u, v). Thus a noisy input image Q is a stochastic
process {Q(u, v): - < u < ,-O < v < co, with

P[Q(u, v) = n] = exp[-q(u, v)] [q(u, v)]n/n!,

n = 0,1, 2,... , (5.1)
so that E{Q(u, v) = Var{Q(u, v) = q(u, v). The random
variables Q(u, v) are assumed to be mutually independent.
The output image corresponding to input Q is the stochastic
process {O[Q](x,y): - < x <co, -O < y < o created from Q
by the operation

O[Q](x, y) = E E Q(u, v)S{Q(u, v)[(x - U)2

+ (y - v)']ldudv. (5.2)

In particular, the output of the Gaussian CV operator G is

6-

5-

4.-

-

I.-
Z
I-
U

0

-A

3

2

0.

-2.

-3-

W= 10

-4 -3 -2 - 0 1 2 3 4 

LOG MACKOROUND INTENSITY)

Fig. 6. Deterministic TVI curves for Gloo for test spots of different
widths (W denotes the spot width in receptor diameters). Each
curve shows the increment D required to produce a constant peak
response value of 1.15 when G 00 is applied to a deterministic square
spot of intensity L + D surrounded by a background of intensity L.
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G[Q](x, y) = J J [Q(u, v)/27ra 2 ]expl(-Q(u, v)/2a-2)

X [(x - u)2 + (y - v)2]dudv (5.3)

Interest centers on the mean and the variance of the output
values, i.e., E)O[Q](x, y)) and Var1O[Q](x, y)j. For the

Gaussian operator G, the following theorem shows that
when the mean input values q(x, y) are not too small, the
expected output image ElG[Q] (x, y)j is closely approximated
by G[q](x, y), i.e., the output image that would be created by
applying the Gaussian operator G to the expected input
image q(u, v). This permits us to apply results already
obtained for deterministic input images to a significant
number of noisy input images-a great convenience, because
the former are typically simple closed-form expressions
whose implications are relatively easy to grasp, whereas the
exact expressions for expected output images usually involve
infinite series whose implications are not apparent from
inspection.

Theorem 1
If q(u, v) > 10 for all (u, v),

EIG[Q](x, y)1 I G[q](x, y), (5.4)

with an error of at most 0.045.
To put this value in context, recall that the uniform-field

response of G is 1.0, and for a = 100, all response values fall
between 0 and 5.5, with most between 0 and 2. Computa-
tional experience shows that the error created by approxi-
mation (5.4) is generally much less than 0.045: that maxi-
mum value corresponds to the worst possible case, as will
appear in the proof. As q increases above 10, the maximum
error decreases quickly.

Proof
We proceed by constructing the input image that maximizes
the difference between the two sides of relation (5.4), and we
show that the difference is at most 0.045. For this purpose it
is sufficient to consider an arbitrary output point (x, y), and
it is convenient to choose (x, y) = (0,0). If we write q for q(u,
v), Q for Q(u, v), and r2 for u2 + 2 to reduce the notational
burden, the right-hand side of relation (5.4) becomes

G[q](0, 0) = A | (q/27ra-2 )exp(-qr 2 /2a-2 )dudv, (5.5)

and the left-hand side becomes

EIG[Q](0, 0)) = E J (Q/27ra-2)exp(-Qr2/2a2)dudv}

-am E)(Q/27ra 2)exp(-Qr2/2a-')Idudv

= J J (1/2ra-2){ [n exp(-nr2 /2a-2 )]

X exp(-q)(qn/n!)}dudv

=fJ J (q/27ra2 )exp(-r2/2a-2 )exp{(-q)

X (1 - exp(-r 2 /2a- 2 )]dudv.

The difference G[q](0, 0) - EIG[Q](0, 0)} [i.e., Eq. (5.5)
minus Eq. (5.6)] is then

E EX (q/2rr') (exp(-qr2/a2)

-q exp(-r2/2 2)exp1(-q)[1 - exp(-r2 /2a-2)]j)dudv, (5.7)

and we seek the expected input image, q(u, v), that maxi-
mizes the absolute value of expression (5.7). We can break
expression (5.7) into two integrals, one (called A) for (u, v)
values such that (r2/2a-2) • 0.1 and the other (B) for (r/2a-2)
> 0.1. In integral A the quantity exp(-r2/2a2) can be re-
placed by its close approximation 1 - (r2/2a), and with that
substitution we have

A = J J|2 1 2 8 2y (r 2/2a 2 )(q/27ra 2)exp(-qr2/2a 2)dudv.

Clearly, the input image q(u, v) that maximizes A will de-
pend only on r, and differentiation shows that the integrand
in A is maximized at every r by the input image q(u, v) = 2a 2/
r2. Evaluation of the integral for that q shows that Amax =
0.037. The minimum possible value for A is obviously zero,
produced by q 0.

Finally, we need to maximize integral B. A computer
search shows that for r2/2a2 > 0.1 and q > 10, the integrand
in expression (5.7) is nonnegative for r 2/2a-2 < 0.16; in that
range its maximum value is produced by q = 10, and the
minimum value (0) is produced when q is any constant of the
order of 30 or more. For r2/2a-2 > 0.16 the integrand is never
positive, and its maximum value is 0, obtained when q is any
constant on the order of 30 or more. Numerical integration
shows that when the minimum possible integrand is used for
all r in this range, the total value of the integral is not less
than -0.034. Consequently, this negative contribution can-
not cancel the positive contribution from A. It follows that
the total error IA + BI is maximized by setting q = 10 for 0.1
< r 2/2a-2 < 0.16 and q = 30 for 0.16 < r 2/2- 2 . For that image,
Bmax = 0.008., and when this is added to Amax, the maximum
total error is 0.045. 1

When q(u, v) falls below 10, approximation (5.4) rapidly
becomes a poor one: the expected response of G can no
longer be predicted from G[q].

From a practical standpoint, the expected output image
EIG[Q]l is interesting only to the extent that it is a good
predictor of the actual output images G[Q] that will be
generated by any illuminance function q. Theorem 2 shows
that the scale parameter a can be adjusted to make the
variance of G[Q] arbitrarily small across all input images,
and so the accuracy of that prediction can be made arbitrari-
ly good. In other words, the output image noise level can be
preset below any required bound by a one-team adjustment
of the parameter a-.

Theorem 2
Let G, denote the Gaussian CV operator with the scale
parameter a-. For any expected input image q(u, v), the
variance of the output value G,[Q](x, y) satisfies the in-
equality

Var)G[Q](x, y)) S 4.54/-2 . (5.8)

It will be shown below that to match certain human psycho-
physical data, a must be around 100. For that a, the upper
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bound on the right-hand side of relation (5.8) implies a
maximum standard deviation of 0.02, and so most output
values will be close to their expectations: the output noise
will be on the order of 2% of the mean. [In fact, both
analysis and computer simulation suggest that the upper
bound given by relation (5.8) is too large by a factor of 10:
for most input images the output standard deviations are of
the order of 0.002. A sharper theorem seems in order here,
although it is not easy to see how to prove one.] It is inter-
esting to compare this 2% value with the noise of the input
image. The operator G100 has a working range (i.e., is below
saturation) from 0 to about 104 mean quanta/receptor, and
throughout this range its output values have a standard
deviation less than 0.02. The standard deviation of the
receptor quantum catch is q

2 when the mean is q, so its
noise-to-signal ratio (i.e., 1/q/ 2 ) reaches 0.02 only when q =

2500 quanta/receptor, that is, when the retinal illuminance
is of the order of 1000 Td. To reach the noise-to-signal ratio
of 0.002, which characterizes G100 for most input images,
requires 2.5 X 105 quanta/receptor, a retinal illuminance of
more than 105 Td. In comparison with its input images, it
seems fair to describe the output images created by G100 as
virtually noise free. (Figures 9 and 10 below provide a direct
comparison between input noise and output noise for this
CV operator.)

Proof
It is sufficient to show that relation (5.8) holds for the partic-
ular output point (x, y) = (0, 0) regardless of the mean input
image q(u, v). As a first step, we prove the following: for
any input Q with mean values q(u, v),

Var)GG[Q(u, v)](0, 0)) = (1/a-2)VarjGj[Q(o-u, av)](0, 0)).

(5.9)

To show this, we begin by evaluating the left-hand side:

Var[GQ[Q(u, v)](0, 0) = Var{| J [Q(u, v)/27ra-2]

X exp[(-Q(u,v)/2a- 2 )(u2 + v2)]dudv}

= J J Var{[Q(u, v)/27ra2]

X exp[(-Q(u, v)/2a-2)(u2 + v2 ))dudv

= J J (1/27ra-2)2 Var{Q(u, v)

X exp[(-Q(u,v)/2a2)(u2 + v2)]dudv,
(5.10)

since the random variables Q(u, v)exp[(-Q(u, v)/2a-2)(u2 +
v2) are mutually independent.

To save notation, we now write Q for Q(u, v), q for q(u, v),
and r2 for u2 + 2 and omit the limits of integration, which
are always the entire (u, v) plane. Using the fact that Var{X}
= E X2 -E 2 1X), we can rewrite Eq. (5.10) in the form

VarG[Qj (0, 0)) = J J (1/2ora-2 )2 EI[Q exp(-Qr 2 /2a 2 )] 2 )du dv

- JJ (1/27ra-2)2E2 )Q exp(-Qr2 /2a-2 )dudv.

This quantity will depend on the expected input image
q(u, v) and the scale parameter a-. Let A(a-, q) denote the
first integral in Eq. (5.11), and let B(a-, q) denote the second
(so that the variance is A(a-, q) - B(a-, q). Then

A(a-, q) = JJ (1/27ra-2)2 n2 exp(-nr2 /a2 )qn

X exp(-q)/n!]dudv

J (1/27r-a2 )2q exp[-q - (r
2

/a-
2

) + q exp(-r2 /a 2 )]

X E [(n + 1)/n!]pn exp(-p) dudv
n= 

= |f|(1127ru )q exp-q -(r/a0) + q exp(-r/a)

X [1 + q exp(-r 2 /a-2 )]dudv, (5.12)

where p = q exp(-r 2 /a-2 ). After the change of variables
s = u/a- and t = v/a, Eq. (5.12) becomes

A(a-, q) = (1/a- 2
) J J (1/27)

2 q'exp[-q'- v2 + q exp(-v2 )]

X [1 + q' exp(-v 2)]dsdst

= (1/a2)A(1, q'),

where q'(s, t) = q(as, at) and v2 = S2 + t2.
Next we apply the same process to B(a-, q):

B(a-, q) = | (1/21ra2)2[ n exp(-nr2 /2a 2 )qn

X exp(-q)/n!] dudv

= J (1/2ira-2)2tq exp[-q - (r2 /2a 2 )

+ exp(-r2 /2a-2)]12dudv

= (1/a-2) J (1/27r)21q' exp[-q' - (v2/2)

+ q' exp(-v 2 /2)]1 2dsdt,

= (1/a-2)B(1, q'),

(5.13)

(5.14)

where q' and v are defined as for Eq. (5.13).
Combining Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14), we have

Var)G[Q(u, v)](0, 0) = A(a, q) - B(a, q)

= (1/a-2 ) [A(1, q') - B(1, q')]

= (1/a2)Var{G1 [Q(a-u, av)] (0, 0);

thus Eq. (5.9) is proved. It remains only to establish an
upper bound on VarjGj[Q](a-u, av)). This is the same as
finding an upper bound for VarjG1 [Q](u, v), since the set of
all expected input images {q(a-u, a-v)) is the same as the set of
all input images {q(u, v)). For any random variable X,
Var{X} = E X2 -E21X) < E{X2 1, and so we know at least that
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VarGj[Q(au, av)](0, 0) < maxE(G[Q(u, v)](0, 0)12).

(5.15)

We can now appeal to the upper bound on the possible
values of G[Q] that was established in Section 3, i.e., relation
(3.17). Evaluated for a = 1, relation (3.17) shows that
G [Q](0, 0) cannot exceed 2.13, and so

maxE(jG[Q(u, v)](0, 0)12) < (2.13)2 = 4.54.

By making this substitution in relation (5.15) and applying
Eq. (5.9), we obtain

VarG[Q](0, 0)) < 4.54/a2.

Thus theorem 2 is proved. I
(For the purpose of establishing the smallest possible up-

per bound on the variance, the defect of this proof is its use
of the weak inequality Var{G) < EIG2). A sharper result
could probably be obtained by somehow exploiting the fact
that E2 1G) is generally nonzero.)

6. UNIFORM-FIELD RESPONSE

Recall from Section 4 that for any CV operator, all uniform-
field input images produce the same output image: a uni-
form field whose intensity is the volume constant V, given by
Eq. (3.4). That property was built into CV operators during
their construction in Section 3. Consequently, it is a bit
surprising to find that, for noisy uniform fields, the expected
output image is not constant but increases (to an asymptote
of V8) as retinal illuminance rises.

Theorem 3
If the expected input image q(u, v) equals a constantL for all
(u, v), the expected output image of any CV operator is

E)O[Q] (x, y)j = [1 - exp(-L) V, (6.1)

Proof
Since the expected input image is uniform, the expected
output image values will be the same for all (x, y), and so for
convenience we pick (x, y) = (0, 0). The left-hand side of
Eq. (6.1) is then

E{J J Q(U, V)S[Q(U, v)(u2 + v2)]dudv

= J J E{Q(u, v)S[Q(u, v)(u2 + v2 )]Idudv

= i. {>i nS[n(u2 + v2)]Ln exp(-L)(1/n!)}dudv

= E [exp(-L)(Ln/n!)] J nS[n(u2 + v2)]dudv
n=1

= 2 [exp(-L)(Lnl/n!)]V,
n=1

= [1 - exp(-L)I V,

which is the right-hand side of Eq. (6.1). 1

Since 1 - exp(-L) = 1 - P(Q = 0), an alternative state-
ment of theorem 3 is that the expected response value for a
uniform field with q(u, v) _ L is the volume constant Vs times
1 - P(Q = 0), i.e., times the probability that the quantum
catch is not zero. It is interesting to note (from the form of
the proof) that when theorem 3 is expressed that way, its
validity does not depend on the assumption that Q is a
Poisson random variable.

Why is the expected response to noisy uniform fields not
constant, like the response to deterministic uniform fields?
An intuitive answer runs as follows. If the input function
I(u, v) L is permitted to assume values between 0 and 1, the
area of the point-spread function LS(Lr2) can become infi-
nitely large as L becomes small. As L decreases, and with it
the size of the point-spread contribution from any given
receptor to the output value at a given point, that decrease is
exactly compensated for by the increased number of recep-
tors whose point spreads can reach that point. However, for
photon-noisy images the quantum catch can only be 0, 1, 2,
.. ., and so the maximum area point spread is produced by Q
= 1. Thus, as E{Q} decreases to low levels, the number of
receptors whose point spreads can reach any given output
point does not increase indefinitely but instead reaches an
upper limited determined by the area of S(r2). At the same
time, the expected number of receptors that actually con-
tribute any point spread at all decreases (since P(Q = 0) is
rising), and so the expected size of the total point spread
arriving at any point decreases.

Theorem 3 holds for any spread function S. I have not
been able to obtain a comparably general result for the
variance of the uniform-field response. However, for
Gaussian CV operators, the variance turns out to have a
simple expression.

Theorem 4
For the Gaussian CV operator Ge, the expected output value
for a noisy, uniform-field input image Q with q(u, v) - L is

EjG[Q](x, y)} = 1- exp(-L),

1

a ~_
9.91

9-L

(6.2)

.0

p 1 1 1 'I

9.9I I.0 9. 1 1I19 19
0.081 0.01 0.1 I la log logo

input iage illuminance (ean quanta/receptor)

Fig. 7. Mean [top graph; Eq. (6.2)] and standard deviation [bottom
graph; square root of Eq. (6.3)] of the response of Gloo to Poisson
noisy uniform fields.
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By adding Eqs. (6.6) and (6.7), we obtain

VarfG[Q](x,y)) = (/87a-2)[I - exp(-2L)]. (6.3)

In Fig. 7 the mean and the standard deviation are plotted as
functions of L for the case a = 100. The standard deviation
reaches its asymptotic value of 0.002 at around L = 5.

Proof
Equation (6.2) follows immediately from Eq. (6.1), since V,
for G, is 1. To demonstrate Eq. (6.3) takes a bit more work.
Clearly, the choice of the output point (x, y) is arbitrary, and
so for convenience we pick (x, y) = (0, 0). We then appeal to
the fact, established earlier in the proof of theorem 2, that
for any input image Q(u, v) with expected value q(u, v),

Var{G[Q](0, 0)) = (1/a-2) [A(i, q') - B(1, q')], (6.4)

where A(1, q') is given by Eq. (5.13) and B(1, q') is given by
Eq. (5.14). In those expressions, q' was an arbitrary input
image derived from q: q'(u, v) = q(au, av). Here, q(u, v) is
the constant L, and so q'(u, v) L; we need to evaluate the
integrals A(1, L) and B(1, L). The first takes the form

A(1, L) = J J (1/27r)2L exp[-L - r2 + L exp(-r 2 )]dudv
_f _ E

+ J J (1/2r)2L2 exp[-L - 2r2

+ L exp(-r2 )]dudv, (6.5)

where r2 = u2 + v2. Let Al denote the first integral in Eq.
(6.5), and let A2 denote the second. When changed to polar
coordinates, Al becomes

Al = (1/27) J L exp(-L)exp(-r 2 )exp[L exp(-r2 )]rdr,
fo

and, after the change of variable w = exp(-r 2 ), this becomes

Al = (1/4r) J L exp(-L)exp(Lw)dw

= (1/4w)[1 - exp(-L)]. (6.6)

For A2, we have, after changing to polar coordinates,

A2 = (1/27r) L2 exp(-L)exp(-2r 2 )exp[L exp(-r 2 )]rdr.

After the change of variable w = r2, this becomes

A2 = (1/4r) J L2 exp(-L)exp(-2w)exp[L exp(-w)]dw,

and, after a second change of variable z = L exp(-w), we
have

L
A2 = (1/4w)exp(-L) z exp(-z)dz

o

=(l/4rexp(-L)[1 + (L -)exp(L)]. (6.7)

A(1, L) = L/47r. (6.8)

For B(1, L), we begin with

B(1, L) = J J (1/27r)2L2 exp(-2L)exp(-r2)

X exp[2L exp(-r 2 /2)]dudv. (6.9)

By changing this to polar coordinates, we obtain

B(1, L) = (1/27) J L2 exp(-2L)exp(-r 2 )

X exp[2L exp(-r 2 /2)]rdr,

and, after the change of variable w = r 2/2, this becomes

B(1, L) = (1/27) J L2 exp(-2L)exp(-2w)

X exp[2L exp(-w)]dw.

After making a second change of variable z = 2L exp(-w), we
obtain

2L
B(1, L) = (/87r)exp(-2L) z exp(z)dz

= (1/8r)[2L - 1 + exp(-2L)]. (6.10)

Finally, by subtracting Eq. (6.10) from Eq. (6.8) and apply-
ing Eq. (6.4), we arrive at

Var)GG[Q](0, 0)) = (1/a2)(1/87r)[1 -exp(-2L)];

So Eq. (6.3) is proved. I

7. EDGE RESPONSES

Theorem 5
Suppose that Q(u, v) is a noisy input image whose mean
q(u, v) is the step function q(u, v) = L for u < 0 and q(u, v) =
L + D for u > 0, with D > 0 (in other words, an infinitely
extended vertical edge). The expected output image for the
Gaussian CV operator G is

EfGG[Q](x, y) = 1- eL + E (l/n!)N[(x/a-)n 1/2 ]
n=1

X [(L + D)n exp(-L - D) - LneL], (7.1)

where N is the normal integral Eq. (2.1).
In Fig. 8 plots of Eq. (7.1) are compared with the deter-

ministic edge response [Eq. (4.2)]. Because CV operators
are translation and rotation invariant, Eq. (7.1), appropri-
ately rotated and shifted, describes the expected response to
edges of all orientations at all locations.

and the variance is
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Proof
For this input image,

EIG,[Q](x, y)) = J J E ((n/2wa-2)expj(-n/2a-2 )[(x - u)2 + (y - v)2 ]Ln(/n!)e-L)dudv + J J E (n/2wa-2)

X expj(-n/2a-2)(x - )2 + (y - )2 )[(L + D)n/n!]exp(-L - D))dudv

= J__ E I[1/a(27r)l1Inl/2 exp[(-n/2 2 )(x- u)2]Ln(/n!)eLdu + J (/(27r)n/2
n=1 1=

X exp[(-n/2a-2)(x -u)
2](L + D)nn!)exp(-L - D)Idu

= Z {Ln(1/n!)e-LJ [1/a-(2wr)1 /2]n1/2 exp-(n/2a- 2)(x -u)2]du + E {(L + D)n(l/n!)
n= 1e -

X exp(-L - D) Jo [1/a-(2wr) 
1
/
2]n1/2 exp[-(n/2a-2)(X -U)2 ]du}

- (Ln/n!)eLl - N[(x/a)n112]1 + 
n=1 n=1

=1 - eL + E (1/n!)N[(-x/a-)n1/2] [(L
n=1

which is Eq. (7.1). 1
As Fig. 8 shows, the expected edge response [Eq. (7.1)]

becomes indistinguishable from the deterministic edge re-
sponse [Eq. (4.2)] for L ' 10. In that range it contains
symmetrical Mach bands, and the peak and trough values of
those Mach bands are independent of both the scale parame-
ter a- and the mean illuminance L: they are determined
entirely by the Weber fraction (i.e., the edge contrast) D/L.
Since we know from theorem 4 [Eq. (6.3)] that the standard
deviation of the uniform-field response of G, varies inverse-
ly with a-, this means that, for any given contrast D/L, the
signal-to-noise ratio of the peak edge response can be made
arbitrarily large by increasing a. In other words, any edge
(and consequently any target bounded by sharp edges) can
be made as detectable as we like. However, there is a cost
for this increase in edge detectability, because, although the
size of the peak response is independent of a-, its location is
not: the peak occurs at x = Xmax = a-[(1/D)ln(1 + D/L)]11/2,
and the width of the entire Mach band grows as a. This is
indicative of the fact (discussed in the next section) that the
spatial resolution of G, varies inversely with a-, with the
result that, in the range L ' 10, the product of the visual
acuity times the edge-response signal-to-noise ratio is a con-
stant.

Figure 8 shows that when L falls below 10 quanta/recep-
tor, the expected edge response departs from the determinis-
tic response: first it becomes less than the deterministic
response, and its Mach bands become attenuated; then at L
values <1 the Mach bands entirely disappear. This behav-
ior can be understood analytically from Eq. (7.1): if both L
and L + D are small enough that their squares can be treated
as zero, Eq. (7.1) becomes approximately

EIG,[Q](x, y)} = L + DN[x/a-], (7.2)

which increases monotonically with x. If G were a linear

operator, the Mach bands that it creates above 10 quanta/
receptor would imply that it is a bandpass (or high-pass)
filter, and the loss of those Mach bands below 10 quanta/
receptor would imply that it is a low-pass filter.

[(L + D)n/n!]exp(-L - D)N[(x/a)n112 ]

+ D)n exp(-L - D) - LneL],

I have not been able to derive an exact expression for the
variance of the edge response of G,. Theorem 2, of course,
shows that for any fixed L and D, the edge response varies
inversely with a-2, but the upper bound given by relation (5.8)
in that theorem is too large to be practically useful. Conse-
quently, to gain an idea of the actual variance, we resort to
simulation. Figures 9 and 10 show the results of applying
the discrete version of G, with a = 100, to simulated photon-
noisy images of a vertical edge with 50% contrast. The input
images here were 600 X 600 pixel arrays in which the input
value at each pixel was a Poisson random variable with a
mean of L for points to the left of the edge (which ran
lengthwise down the center of the image) and a mean of L +
D for points to the right of it, with D = 0.5L in every case. L
ranged from 0.1 to 10,000. The left-hand panels in Figs. 9
and 10 show the quantum catch per pixel across two horizon-
tal scan lines through each input image. (In the figures, only
the central 256 pixels are shown for each scan line.) The
discrete version of G100 was applied to each image, and the
central 256 X 256 pixels of the resulting output images were
treated as an approximation to the output images that would
have been created by infinitely extended input images. (For
input images of finite size, the output pixels near the border
do not receive the full point spread that they would get from
an input image of infinite size, which is the case envisaged by
the analysis. But since the maximum size of the point-
spread function (i.e., its area for an input of one photon) can
be calculated, a set of output pixels sufficiently far from the
border can be identified as having the same output image for
a finite-sized input image as it would have for one of infinite
size. Hence the 600 X 600 pixel input image yields a usable
256 X 256 pixel output image.) The right-hand panels in
Figs. 9 and 10 show the output image values across the same
two horizontal scan lines displayed for the input images.

From this simulation (which was carried out by Reuman)
the variance of the edge response can be estimated for each
point along the response profile parallel to the x axis. This
variance proves to be the same across all points: its value is
the uniform-field variance corresponding to the background
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Fig. 8. Expected edge responses of G100 applied to Poisson noisy
inputs [dotted lines; Eq. (7.1)] compared with its responses to the
corresponding deterministic edges [solid lines, Eq. (4.2)]. The edge
is a step from L to L + D (mean quanta per receptor) with D/L = 5.
For L 10 the expected response to the noisy-input image becomes
indistinguishable from the response to the deterministic input im-
age.

illuininance L, i.e., the variance given by Eq. (6.3). For L 2
10 and a = 100, Eq. (6.3) implies a standard deviation of
0.002, and the peak height of the Mach band in the expected
edge response for 50% contrast is 1.048, and so in that range
the peak value of the response signal-to-noise ratio (i.e., the
peak expected edge response minus the expected uniform-
field response, all divided by the uniform-field standard
deviation) is 24. When L is small (<0.1), so that Eq. (7.2)
describes the expected edge response and there are no Mach

bands, the response simply increases monotonically from a
low-side asymptote of L to a high-side asymptote of L + D.
In the latter region the signal-to-noise ratio at each output
point is 2a-D(r/L)1/2 or, if the contrast D/L is denoted by C,
2-C(wrL)1/2. Thus, in the low-light range, the operator's
output signal-to-noise ratio is not independent of the illumi-
nance level, as it is for L 2 10, but instead varies as L1/2, as
does its input. However, the output signal-to-noise ratio is
much larger than the input ratio: atL = 0.1, where the input
signal-to-noise ratio for a 50% contrast edge is 0.16, the
signal-to-noise ratio for G100 is 56. The effect of this im-
provement can be appreciated by comparing the input and
output image profiles for the case L = 0.1 in Fig. 9.

The bottom right-hand panel in Fig. 10 shows how satura-
tion begins to occur when the illuminance level reaches 104
quanta/receptor. For L = 10 through L = 1000 the peak
value of the edge response (i.e., the peak of the Mach band)
remains essentially constant at 1.05, which is the value im-
plied by the deterministic equation [Eq. (4.3)] for a = 100
and D/L = 0.5. However, when L reaches 10,000, the peak
value falls to 1.03. This still represents a signal-to-noise
ratio of 15, and so the edge remains easily detectable, as the
figure shows. However, by the time L reaches 105, satura-
tion is complete: the output image becomes simply a uni-
form field, with no modulation to indicate that the input
image contained any edge at all. (Figure 10 does not show
this case.) In other words, the upper end of the effective
working range of G100 is around 104 mean quanta/receptor,
or 104 Td, assuming a temporal-summation interval of 250

low msec.

8. RESPONSE TO SINUSOIDAL GRATINGS

Theorem 7
Suppose that the expected input image q(u, v) is a sinusoidal
grating of the form q(u, v) = q(u) = L( + m cos 27rfu), with
m2 < 1. The expected output image for the Gaussian CV
operator G is then

E)G[Q](x,y)) = E {tLn/n!)eL J [nl/2/a-(2wr)1/2] [1 + c(u)]n

X exp[-(n/2a 2 )(x - u)2]exp[-c(u)L]du},

(8.1)

where c(u) = m cos 27rfu.

Proof

E{G[Q] (x, y)) = f E ((n/27r-2)expf-(n/2a-2 )[(x - )2
n=1

+ (y - v)2 ])[q(u)]n exp[-q(u)](1/n!))dudv

= Z {(1/n!) n1
/2[1/a(2r)1/2][q(u)]n

X exp[-q(u)]exp[-(n/a- 2 )(x - u)2]du},

which is Eq. (8.1) when q(u) = L(1 + m cos 27rfu).

John I. Yellott, Jr.
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L = 0.1 D = 0.05
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Fig. 9. Response profiles for G1 o0 applied to Poisson noisy edges at different illuminance levels. The input images were noisy vertical edges in

which the mean quanta per pixel were L to the left of 0 and L + D to the right. D/L = 0.5 in all images. The left-hand panels show the actual

quantum catch per pixel across two horizontal scan lines. The solid line in each left-hand panel marks the mean input intensity level (i.e., L +

D/2). In the top two panels the ordinate scale is the actual quantum catch: the scale for the upper scan line is shown on the left; the scale for

the lower scan line is shown on the right. In the bottom left-hand panel the ordinate scale is 20% of the mean value; i.e., tick marks indicate the

mean value L + D/2 plus (or minus) 20%, 40%, etc. The right-hand panels show the output image values across the same two horizontal scan

lines displayed for the input images. Solid horizontal lines indicate the expected responise value at the edge itself [i.e., the value of Eq. (7.1) atx

= 0]. The scale for the upper scan line is marked on the left-hand ordinate; the scale for the bottom scan line is marked on the right-hand ordi-

nate. In the bottom panels, tick marks on the ordinate indicate increments of 0.025 above or below 1.0. Note that these curves are actual re-

sponse profiles, not expected values.
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Fig. 10. Continuation of Fig. 9 at higher illuminance levels.

Unless the mean illuminance L is quite small (<0.1), it
seems impossible to simplify Eq. (8.1) any further; to see
what it implies, all that we can do is to plot it. For L > 10, of
course, the expectation [Eq. (8.1)] is closely approximated
by the response of G to a deterministic sinusoid:

Gafq(u)](x) = f [1/a-(2wr)1/2 ][L(I + m cos 2wru)]1/2

X exp[-(L/2a-2)(1 + m cos 27rfu)(x - u) 2]du.

(8.2)

. L = 10,000 D = 5000

: 

.~~~~~- .

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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However, Eq. (8.2) is hardly more enlightening than Eq.
(8.1). Computation shows that when the input contrast is
0.3 or more, Eq. (8.2) is distinctly nonsinusoidal: it seems to
contain a spurious frequency component at 2f. (Figure 3
shows this for m = 0.9.) However, it was shown analytically
in Ref. 1 (and illustrated in Fig. 3 above) that for input
contrasts of the order of m < 0.1, Eq. (8.2) is well approxi-
mated by a sinusoidal grating of the form of Eq. (4.4). Thus
for L 2 10 and m < 0.1 we have, to a close approximation,

E)G,[Q](x, y)) = 1 + 1(2r2f 2 a 2/L)exp[-(2r 2a-f2/L)])

X (m cos 2rfx). (8.3)

In this range, then, it is possible to define the MTF of G, as

the ratio of the output contrast in Eq. (8.3) to the input
contrast m. By lettingg(a-, f, L) denote this MTF, we obtain,
for L ' 10,

g(a, f, L) = (27r2a2f 2/L)exp[-(2w 2a2f 2/L)]. (8.4)

If spatial resolution is defined operationally by the highest
spatial frequency f at which the MTF exceeds some fixed
threshold value, then Eq. (8.4) shows that, in the range L '
10, resolution will be directly proportional to L1/2 and in-
versely proportional to a. Combined with the fact that the
edge-response signal-to-noise ratio varies directly with a-,
this last relationship justifies the remark (in Section 7
above) that G creates an exact trade-off between spatial
resolution and contrast detectability.

The MTFg(a, f, L) can be extended to values below L = 10
[although not in the analytic form of Eq. (8.4)] because
direct evaluation of Eq. (8.1) by numerical integration shows
that for m S 0.1 the expected response to sinusoidal inputs is
always sinusoidal to a close approximation. Consequently,
the MTF can be computed for all values of L. Figure 11
shows the MTF's of Ge, with a = 100, for L values ranging
from 0.01 to 1000 mean quanta/receptor. The frequency
scale here is in cycles per receptor, and for L = 100 the peak
frequency of the MTF is f = 0.023 cycle/receptor. The
diameter of human photoreceptors is about 0.5 min of visual
angle, and so this peak frequency would be 2.8 cycles/deg.
Human spatial CSF's for mean illuminances of the order of
100 Td (i.e., a mean quantum catch around 100 per receptor
per 0.25 sec) peak at about 3 cycles/deg,4 and so the round-
number value a = 100 provides a reasonable fit to that aspect
of visual performance, which is the reason that this a was
selected for special attention. The use of the MTF peak
frequency to estimate a is motivated by the fact (shown
below) that this is also the peak of the CSF at high light
levels, and that value does not depend on the d' that is
assumed to correspond to threshold. The choice a = 100
implies a peak frequency of 6 cycles/deg at L = 500, which
provides a good match to the peak frequency measured by
Campbell and Green' 4 at a mean illuminance of 500 Td.
Campbell and Green found that the peak frequency remains
at around 6 cycles/deg when the optics of the eye are by-
passed by interferometry, and so that value presumably
reflects the purely neural mechanisms that we seek to model.

As Fig. 11 shows, the MTF g(a, f, L) undergoes a metamor-
phosis as L falls below 10 quanta/receptor: its shape

changes from the bandpass form given by Eq. (8.4) to a low-

pass form. Analysis of Eq. (8.1) for low values of L (L S 0.1)
shows that, as L approaches zero, the MTF g(a-, f, L) ap-

proaches the form exp(-27r 2 a-2f), which is the MTF of a
linear operator with the Gaussian impulse response (1/
27ra-2)exp(-r 2/2a 2). In fact, for L 0.1 we can obtain a
simple approximation to the exact form of the expected
response profile [Eq. (8.1)], i.e., one that holds for all values
of m. For that purpose we note that when L < 0.1, the
Poisson probability factor Ln(1/n!)e-L in Eq. (8.1) is negli-
gibly small for n > 1, and the factor exp[-mL(cos 2rfu)] can
be approximated by [1 - mL(cos 27rfx)]. Consequently, for
L < 0.1, we have approximately

EIG,[Q](x, y) = Le-L J [1 + m(1 - L)(cos 2wfu)

- m 2L(cos 2rfu)2][1/a-(27r)1/2 ]

X exp[-(x - )2 /2a-2]du

= LeL11 - m2L/2 + m(1 - L)exp[-2(7ra-f)2]

X cos 2rfx - m2(L/2)exp[2(wra2f)2 ]

X cos 2r(2f)xl.

For L S 0.1, Le-L L - L2. All terms in the above equation
that contain L2 are •L 2 and therefore S0.01, and when they
are all set equal to zero, the equation becomes simply

E1G,[Q](x, y)) = L{1 + m exp[-2(7ra-f) 2]cos 2wrfx, (8.5)

which holds for all m. This shows that for L S 0.1, the CV
operator G, becomes equivalent to the low-pass linear filter
whose impulse response is the Gaussian function (1/27ra2)
exp(-r 2 /2a2 ).

Intuitively, this change occurs because an expected quan-
tum catch of 0.1 or less means that almost all receptors catch
at most one quantum. Consequently the only point-spread
function that has a chance to express itself is the one corre-
sponding to Q = 1; all the rest occur with negligible probabil-
ity. The effect is thus equivalent to applying the linear
operator whose impulse response is the CV point-spread
function for Q = 1. This is obviously a general property of
CV operators-at light levels for which the mean quantum
catch per receptor is uniformly S0.1, the CV operator with
the spread function S becomes equivalent to the linear oper-
ator whose impulse response is S(x2 + y2 ).

output/input contrast
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Fig. 11. MTF's of G100 for Poisson noisy-input images at different
mean illuminance levels.
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The MTF's in Fig. 11 indicate how much the expected
contrast of any input grating L(1 + m cos 27rfu) will be
attenuated by G, (for m < 0.1), and theorem 4 gives the
mean and the standard deviation of the uniform-field re-
sponse at any point. Consequently, for any point in the
output image, we can calculate d' as the difference between
the expected value of the output at that point for the grating
versus a uniform field of the same illuminance, divided by
the standard deviation of the uniform-field response. In
particular, at any peak (say, at x = 0), d' will be

d'max = 2o-m(27)12[1 - exp(-L)]g(,/, L))/[1 - exp(-2L)]1/ 2 .

(8.6)
If it is assumed that the grating is discriminable from a
uniform field when da reaches some threshold value, Eq.
(8.4) can be used to determine the input contrast m needed
to achieve that value for any a, f, and L. A curve plotting the
inverse of the contrast threshold against f, for fixed a and L,
is a CSF. Figure 12 shows the CSF's of G_, for a = 100, based
on the assumption that the threshold is achieved when d max
= 21/2. (Ignoring probability summation, i.e., assuming that
the observer uses only the response at a single output point,
that d' corresponds to a hit probability of 0.75 for a false-
alarm probability of 0.25 in a yes-no signal-detection experi-
ment or to a correct-response probability of 0.85 in an unbi-
ased two-alternative forced-choice experiment).

Figure 12 shows that for mean illuminance L 2 10 quanta/
receptor, the contrast sensitivity at the best frequency is
constant, but the best frequency itself (and the location of
the entire CSF) varies proportionally as L 2. As L falls
below 10, the shape of the CSF changes from bandpass to low
pass, and its level decreases; the overall contrast sensitivity
decreases. Below L = 0.1, that decrease is proportional to
L112, as would be expected, since in that range G acts as a
linear filter with a fixed impulse response, and consequently
its contrast sensitivity is directly governed by Poisson statis-
tics.

The CSF's in Fig. 12 do not extend down to a sensitivity of
1 (threshold contrast 100%) because the nonlinearity of G
can become appreciable for inputs whose contrasts are more
than about 30%. Consequently the acuity Gloo cannot be
read directly from its CSF's (except for illuminances below
0.1 mean quantum/receptor, where G becomes effectively
linear). To find the highest detectable frequency, it is nec-
essary to evaluate Eq. (8.1) to find the peak response value
and then determine the highest-frequency f that yields a
threshold value of d' at m = 1. However, in practice it is
much more convenient to base the acuity calculation on an
input contrast of m = 0.9, because in this case the expected
input image q(u) = L(1 + m cos 27rfu) will be uniformly >10
for all L 100, and so in that range Eq. (8.1) can be replaced
by the computationally simpler form of Eq. (8.2). Because
Eq. (8.2) (as do all responses of G to deterministic images)
obeys the scaling theorem [Eq. (4.1)], acuity for L 100
needs to be computed exactly only for the case L = 100; all
other acuities A(L) in this range can then be calculated
immediately from the scaling theorem relationship A(L)/
A(100) = L 2 /1001/ 2 (which holds regardless of nonlineari-
ties). In the range L 0.1, A(L) can be calculated from the
linear approximation [Eq. (8.5)]. This leaves only the range
0.1 < L < 100, where A(L) must be calculated directly from
Eq. (8.1).

Figure 13 shows visual acuity as a function of L for G100,
based on the assumption that the threshold corresponds to a
d' of 21/2 at the peak of the response to a 90% contrast
sinusoidal grating. Acuity rises slowly at L values of <0.1
quantum/receptor. In that range, where G is linear, the
highest-frequency f at which a grating with a contrast m
produces a given d' is determined by the relationship

exp[2(7rf)2] = (m/d')(2ora-w/2/Ll/ 2). (8.7)

For m = 0.9, d' = 21/2, and a = 100, Eq. (8.7) implies an acuity
of 0.002 cycle/receptor, or 0.24 cycle/deg, at L = 10-4 quan-
tum/receptor. If it is assumed that 1 Td corresponds to a
quantum catch of 4 quanta/sec per receptor and that the
integration time of the visual system is 0.25 sec, then L can
be identified with 10-4 Td. Human acuity at that retinal
illuminance appears to be about 0.6 cycle/deg. 6 At L = 1000,
the acuity of G100 has risen to 26 cycles/deg (0.5 cycle/recep-
tor), so the overall increase from -4 to +3 log Td is 2 log
units. Human acuity at 1000 Td is 60 cycles/deg, and so it
too increases by 2 log units from -4 to +3 log Td. (To reach
60 cycles/deg, G100 needs a mean illuminance of 5000 quan-
ta/receptor.) Thus the overall growth of acuity with illum-

l/threshold contrast

9.9991 0.00l 9.91 .1 1
spatial frequency (cycles/receptor)

Fig. 12. CSF's of Go for Poisson noisy sinusoidal gratings at
different mean illuminance levels. Each curve shows the inverse of
the input contrast that is needed to produce a constant peak value of
d' (here, d' = 2) in the output image.
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Fig. 13. Gloo predictions of visual acuity versus retinal illuminance
for Poisson noisy sinusoidal gratings. The curve shows the highest
spatial frequency at which a 90% contrast grating can be discrimi-
nated from a uniform field with a d' value of 2. The left-hand
ordinate shows acuity in cycles per receptor. The right-hand ordi-
nate shows acuity in cycles per degree (cpd), assuming a receptor
width of 0.5 min of visual angle.
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inance is predicted fairly well by a CV operator. However,

the form of the curve for log(acuity) versus log(L) in Fig. 13

does not provide a good match to psychophysical results: it
is concave upward (acuity grows faster at higher illumi-
nances), whereas plots of comparable human data are always

concave downward. In other words, human acuities are

always significantly higher than those predicted by Goo
throughout the range -4-+3.7 log Td. This discrepancy
can be eliminated for any given value of L by adjusting the

scale parameter a, but the overall shape of the curve will

remain concave upward. Evidently, no Gaussian CV opera-
tor will provide a good fit to psychophysical plots of acuity
versus mean retinal illuminance.

This defect has two causes. One is the fact that at low
light levels, CV operators become equivalent to low-pass

linear filters, and a linear filter allows grating acuity to grow
proportionally with the square root of mean retinal illumi-
nance only if its MTF is proportional to 1/f. [More precise-
ly, if acuity grows as L1/2 from fi to f2 as L increases from L,

to L2, then the MTF of the filter must be proportional to 1/f
fromfl tof2 . The MTF of a Gaussian filter is exp(-27r2a-2f2),
which decreases much faster than 1/f.] At high light levels

(about 10 quanta/receptor, or 10 Td, assuming a 250-msec

time frame) the problem is the opposite; here, the Gaussian
CV operator does cause acuity to grow proportionally with
the square root of mean retinal illuminance, but this rapid
growth occurs too late to match human performance; above
10 Td, human acuity grows slowly, if at all.

The failures of G, at high light levels are not confined to
its acuity predictions; the latter are only symptomatic of a
more general problem. This is the fact that, for illumin-
ances above 10 quanta/receptor, the CSF's in Fig. 12 shift

bodily along the log frequency axis as L increases, so that the

best frequency varies as L1/2, while the sensitivity at that
frequency remains constant. Human CSF's do not shift
bodily as retinal illuminance rises from 10 to 1000 Td; in-

stead, they maintain a roughly constant best frequency over
that range, and as illuminance rises, the sensitivity increases
at that frequency and all higher ones.4 In addition, human
CSF's show no absolute loss of low-frequency sensitivity as

retinal illuminance rises, but because of the shift property,
all Gaussian CV operators create such a loss above L = 10

quanta/receptor. Broadly speaking, one can say that in

comparison with the visual system, Gaussian CV operators
respond too drastically to changes in the mean light level
above 10 quanta/receptor. The visual system evidently pre-
fers to use extra quanta in that range to improve its high-

frequency performance while maintaining a constant best
frequency and a fixed passband, whereas G uses them to
shift the entire passband toward higher frequencies, as
though obsessed with improving visual acuity regardless of
the cost to low-frequency performance.

Neither the MTF's for Ga shown in Fig. 11 nor the CSF's
shown in Fig. 12 take into account contrast reductions im-
posed on the retinal image by the optics of the eye. That
factor can be incorporated into the model by multiplying the
MTF of Ga by that of the eye. For illuminances in the range
10-4-103 quanta/receptor, this makes essentially no differ-

ence. Figure 14 shows the MTF's of G T multiplied by an

optical contrast reduction factor of the form exp(-27r 2 p2f2),

as though the eye has a Gaussian point-spread function of

the form (1/2rp 2 )exp(-0.5r 2 /p2 ). Ap value of 1.2 provides a

output/input contrast
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Fig. 14. MTF's of G10 0 corrected for the optics of the eye. The

thick curves are the uncorrected MTF's from Fig. 11. The thinner

curves show the corrected MTF's. The correction is made with the

assumption that the point-spread function of the eye is a Gaussian
probability-density function with a standard deviation of 1.2 recep-

tor diameters. Below 1000 mean quanta/receptor, the corrected

and uncorrected MTF's are indistinguishable.

reasonably good fit to Gubisch's 5 optical MTF for a 2.4-mm

pupil; that value has been used to create the curves shown in

Fig. 14. It can be seen that for mean illuminances of <1000,

incorporation of the optical MTF has a negligible effect on

the overall MTF of Ga and consequently cannot significantly
affect its CSF predictions. In other words, those predic-
tions still remain well off the mark after optical factors are
taken into account.

It seems almost certain that these high-light defects are

common to all CV operators, since they stem from the scal-

ing theorem [Eq. (4.1)], and, in the deterministic case, that

theorem holds for all spread functions. However, we have

not shown that that theorem can be applied generally in the

noisy-input case. To do so, it would be necessary to prove

two results: that the variance of the uniform-field response
is always asymptotically independent of the mean illumi-

nance level [a general version of Eq. (6.3) in theorem 4] and

that the expected output image for any photon-noisy input

image always becomes asymptotically equal to the determin-

istic response to the corresponding expected input image (a

general version of theorem 2). It seems to be virtually cer-

tain that both of these statements are true, but I have not

found the key to proving either one. The brute-force meth-

ods used here to derive the properties of G do not carry over

to the general case. This seems to be the outstanding open

problem in the theory of CV operators: until it is solved, we

cannot say definitely that the scaling theorem holds at high

light levels regardless of the choice of the spread function or,

consequently, that the major defects of the Gaussian model

are common to all CV operators.

Visible Beats from Invisible Gratings
If two sinusoidal gratings with frequencies /, and f2 are

imaged on one's retina simultaneously, both with a contrast

near 1.0 (using interferometry to bypass the optical transfer

function), and A and f2 are above the resolution limit (so that

each grating alone appears to be a uniform field), one sees a

grating whose apparent frequency is the difference /l - f2
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and whose apparent contrast is the reverse of that of the
input gratings (i.e., it has a trough instead of a peak at x =
0).7 Figure 15 shows that the operator Ga can produce this
effect. For a = 100, the highest spatial frequencies passed
by this operator are 0.07 cycle/receptor at L = 100 and 0.10
cycle at L = 200. The top part of Fig. 15 shows the expected
response profiles for cosine-phase input gratings with L =
100 and a contrast of 0.,9, with f - 0.10 in one case and f =
0.11 in the other. Neither grating by itself produces a spa-
tially modulated response. The bottom part shows the ex-
pected response to an input image that is the sum of the 0.10
and 0.11 gratings. (The input image profile is shown at the

contrast = 0.9 f = 0.11 L - 100
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bottom of the figure). The response is essentially a reverse-
contrast cosine whose frequency is the difference 0.01 and
whose contrast is 7%. Since the output standard deviation
here is 0.002, this contrast represents a signal-to-noise ratio
of 35, and so the beat frequency should be quite visible.

9. RESPONSE TO SPOTS

A spot here means a region of some constant retinal illumi-
nance L + D surrounded by a uniform field of illuminance L,
the sort of target used in increment threshold measure-
ments. The simplest case analytically is a square spot, dealt
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Fig. 15. Goo creates visible beats from invisible gratings. The upper two panels illustrate the expected input and output image profiles for
90% contrast sinusoidal gratings of mean illuminance 100 quanta/receptor and frequency 0.11 (left) and 0.10 (right) cycles/receptor. The
bottom panel shows the expected input and output image profiles obtained when the input image is the sum of the two sinusoids. The output
image is essentially a reverse-contrast cosine whose frequency is 0.01 cycle/receptor.
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with below in theorem 8. That shape is sufficient to illus-
trate the essential properties of the response of G to all
spots, because these response properties depend not on the
shape of the test spot but on its size. For any spot there is
some illuminance level beyond which the maximum re-
sponse value occurs at the peak of the Mach bands generated
by its edges. Since the amplitude of that peak depends only
on the Weber fraction D/L, the detectability of any spot will
obey Weber's law once L reaches the critical level. That

level depends not on the exact shape of the spot but on the
distance between its edges: the smaller that distance is, the
higher L must be before the Mach bands from opposite sides
shrink enough so that they no longer overlap, and Weber's
law can begin to hold.

Theorem 8

Suppose that the expected input image q(u, v) is a square
spot described by q(u, v) = L + D, for Jul ' W/2, and Ivl ' W/2,

and q(u, v) = L elsewhere (so that the spot width is W). The
expected output image for the Gaussian operator Ga is then

E1Ga[Q](x, y)l = 1 - exp(-L) + E (1/n!)[(L + D)n
n=i

X exp(-L-D)-Ln exp(-L)][(A-B)(C-D)], (9.1)

where

A = N0(1/a-)n1/2 [(W/2) - x,

B = N1(1/a)n1/2[-(W/2) - x]1,

C = Nj(1/a-)n1/2[(W/2) - y],

D = N{(1/a)n' 12 [-(W/2) - y]j,

and N is the normal integral Eq. (2.1)

Proof
Let T denote the set of points {(u, v)l-W/2 < u, v s W/21
(i.e., T is the region within the test spot), and let S denote its
complement in the (u, v) plane. For this input image,

EjG[Q](x,y)I = J J (T (n/2ir&)expJ(-n/2Y2)[(x-u)2

+ (y - v)2])(L + D)n(1/n!)

X exp(-L - D))dudv + JJ [>3(n/2a-2)

X expj(-n/2a- 2 )[(x - U)2 + (y - V)2]1

x (Ln)(l/n!)e L]dudv. (9.2)

Let It denote the first integral in Eq. (9.2), and let I, denote
the second one. I would be the expected response to a

uniform field with an intensity L if S were the entire (u, v)
plane, and so it can be rewritten as that response [i.e., 1 -
exp(-L)] minus the part of that response arising from inte-
gration over the complement of S, which is T. Consequent-
ly, Eq. (9.2) can be rewritten as

It + 1 - exp(-L) - J (the integrand of Is)dudv.

Interchanging of summation and integration and then eval-
uation of the resulting normal integrals leads immediately to
Eq. (9.1). I

Figure 16 shows profiles of Eq. (9.1) for G100 along the line

y = 0 (i.e., horizontally through the center of the spot) for
spots 1000 receptors in width, with D/L = 5 and L = 10, 1,

and 0.1 quanta/receptor. The figure also shows profiles of
the response of G10o to the corresponding deterministic in-
put images q(u, v), i.e., Eq. (4.6) with y = 0. At L = 10 (and
all higher values) the expected response EIG[Q]j is the same
as G[q], as we would expect from theorem 2. For lower L

values, E)G[Q]) falls below G[q], and the Mach bands disap-

L = 0.1
D = 0.5
W = 1000

L = 1
D = 5
W = 1000

L = 10
D = 50
W = 1000

I

I I 1 § .L~~~~~I

Fig. 16. Expected response profiles of Gloo for Poisson noisy spot
images compared with its response profiles for deterministic spots.
The dotted lines show the expected output image values along the x
axis [i.e., Eq. (9.1) with y = 0] for a Poisson noisy-input image whose
mean intensity is L + D quanta/receptor inside a square spot of

width 1000 receptor diameters and L outside the spot. The solid
lines show the output image values for a deterministic spot with the
same parameters [i.e., Eq. (4.6) with y = 0]. For L > 10, the two
curves become indistinguishable.
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pear, again as expected from earlier results. Profiles across
a circular spot would show the same effects.

Threshold versus Illuminance
From Eq. (9.1) [or, for L > 10, Eq. (4.6)] we can calculate the
expected response for each point in the output image for any
L, D, and W, and that value, combined with the mean and
the standard deviation of the uniform-field response from
Section 6, determines a d' value for each point. Assuming
that the spot is detectable when the largest d' (da,,) reaches
some critical value, we can compute the increment D re-
quired for detection of a spot of width W on any background
L, i.e., the TVI curve. Figure 17 shows two TVI curves for
Gloo, one for a square spot whose width is 1000 receptors
(filled points) and the other for a spot width of 100 receptors
(open points). The figure also shows Aguilar and Stiles's
TVI curve for a (circular) spot 9 deg in diameter detected
only by rods.'6 Assuming a receptor diameter of 0.5 min,
that test spot had a diameter of 1080 receptors, and so its
TVI curve should be compared with the filled points for
G100. (Aguilar and Stiles's data are replotted by using the
assumption that 1 scotopic Td corresponds to a mean quan-
tum catch of 1 photon/receptor. The best current estimates
indicate that 1 Td produces an average of 4.23 isomeriza-
tions per sec per rod,O and Aguilar and Stiles's test flash
lasted 0.2 sec; thus the actual effective total quantum catch
per receptor over the course of the flash would have been
0.85/Td.) To estimate the value of dmax needed to match the
TVI curve for G100 to Aguilar and Stiles's data, we use the
fact that in the region of background intensities where their
TVI curve obeys Weber's law, their Weber fraction (D/L) is
0.1. In the same region the maximum response of Gloo
occurs at the peak of the Mach band produced by the spot's
edges, and that value [given by Eq. (4.3)] depends only on DI
L. For D/L = 0.1, the peak value is 1.012, and the response
to a uniform field at these L values has a mean of 1.0 and a
standard deviation of 0.002. Thus a Weber fraction of 0.1
corresponds to a dmax of 6, a conservative threshold value but
not an unreasonable one for cautious observers using the
method of adjustment. This d' was used to calculate the
increment threshold for all values of L for both W = 1000
and W = 100.

In addition to increment thresholds, Fig. 17 also shows
predicted absolute thresholds for G100, i.e., the spot intensity
D that is needed to produce a d 8X of 6 when L = 0. Nothing
in the model itself limits detection when the background
quantum catch is zero, but we can calculate how much dark
light would be required to produce the absolute threshold
that Aguilar and Stiles measured for their test spot. That
amount proves to be 10-4.4 quantum/receptor, and the pre-
dicted absolute threshold points in Fig. 17 are based on that
value. Of course, the prediction for W = 1000 is constrained
to match Aguilar and Stiles's absolute threshold, and so
there is no significance to the goodness of fit of this point.
However, it is significant that the amount of dark light
needed to match the psychophysical absolute threshold is
small enough to have no effect on increment thresholds for
background intensities greater than L = 10-4. (At L = 10-4
the dark light raises the threshold by 0.06 log unit.) All the
predicted points in Fig. 17 were obtained with the assump-
tion that the nominal L value is augmented by a dark light
equivalent to 10-44 mean quantum/receptor. Except at L =

10-4, these thresholds are graphically indistinguishable from
those predicted without dark light.

If the absolute threshold points are ignored, Fig. 17 shows
that the TVI curves for Goo consist essentially of three
branches: a low-light branch (L < 0.1) in which the slope is
0.5 (detection obeys the deVries-Rose law), a high-light
branch in which the slope is 1.0 (detection obeys Weber's
law), and a transitional branch connecting the two extremes.
All three branches are to be expected from any Gaussian CV
operator with any scale parameter. In the low-light region,
when L is less than 0.1, all CV operators become equivalent
to linear low-pass filters, and the deVries-Rose law follows
directly from linearity combined with Poisson statistics. At
high light levels, Weber's law follows from the fact that the
peak amplitudes of the Mach bands depend only on the
Weber fraction and that the mean and the variance of the
uniform-field response are constant; thus d'max depends only
on the Weber fraction. Figure 17 also shows that the back-
ground illuminance at which Weber's law begins to hold
depends on the size of the test spot: for W = 1000 the
critical illuminance is 10 quanta/receptor; for W = 100 it is
100 quanta/receptor. However, once its critical background
level is reached, the TVI curve for the smaller spot superim-
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Fig. 17. G 00 curves for increment threshold versus background
intensity for test spots of different widths. Open points (spot
width, 1000 receptors) show the increment D required for a square
test spot of intensity L + D mean quanta/receptor, surrounded by a
background of intensity L, to be detected with a peak d' value of 6.
Solid points show the same for a spot width of 100 receptors. The
smooth curve is Aguilar and Stiles's scotopic TVI curve for a 200-
msec 9-deg circular test spot, plotted on the assumption that 1
scotopic Td equals a mean intensity of 1 quantum/receptor.
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poses upon that of the larger one. This will be true for any
size spot once the background illuminance reaches its We-
ber's-law range. (Of course, a small spot may never actually
reach that range, because saturation can occur before it is
achieved. For Gloo the TVI curve for W = 10 becomes
asymptotic only at L = 10,000 quanta, which is the level at
which saturation effects begin to become significant, and so
smaller spots will never obey Weber's law.)

In the intermediate range, between the deVries-Rose re-
gion and its Weberian asymptote, the behavior of the G TVI
curve reflects a complicated interaction between two effects:
the development of Mach bands (owing to the growing influ-
ence of the operator's intrinsic nonlinearity) and the narrow-
ing of those Mach bands (owing to the shifting of the opera-
tor's illuminance-dependent MTF). One curious conse-
quence of this interaction is that at L = 100, the smaller spot
has a lower increment threshold than the larger one.

Comparing Aguilar and Stiles's TVI curve with the Gioo
curve for W = 1000, we see that while the overall fit is fairly
good, there are two serious discrepancies. The human curve
begins to follow Weber's law at background illuminances of
around L = 10-2, whereas Gloo requires L = 10 and obeys the
deVries-Rose law quite closely up to L = 1. Also, at the high
end of the background range, Aguilar and Stiles's curve
begins to exhibit saturation at L = 100, and saturation is
complete by L = 1000. Gloo also saturates (although the
figure does not show it), but not until L exceeds 10,000.
Neither of these discrepancies can be remedied by altering
the scale parameter a: no a will cause Weber's law to hold
below L = 0.1, because Ga will always be effectively a linear
operator for illuminances in that range; to produce satura-
tion at L = 1000 requires a a value on the order of 7, which
would cause dmax in the Weber's law range to be only 0.4 (i.e.,
for D/L = 0.1). In addition, it should be noted that the
dark-light value of 10-4-4 mean quantum/receptor required
to fit Aguilar and Stiles's absolute threshold is roughly 30
times smaller than the direct estimate made by Baylor et al.
of the dark light in primate rods.0 Altogether, then, where-
as the Gaussian CV operator can duplicate in a general way
the main features of human scotopic TVI curves, it does not
provide exact quantitative predictions. More generally, be-
cause all CV operators become effectively linear operators
for L 0.1 and consequently obey the deVries-Rose law, we
can say that, regardless of its spread function S no CV
operator will cause Weber's law to hold for background illu-
minances below 0.1 mean quantum/receptor.

Ricco's Law
For a square test spot of width W and illuminance L + D
surrounded by a background of illuminance L, Ricco's law
holds if the detectability of the spot remains constant when
the product DW2 is held constant. We can take that to
mean that the peak value of d' across the spot response is
constant for a constant value of the product D W2. Analysis
of Eq. (9.1) shows that Ga never implies Ricco's law exactly,
but for spots smaller than a critical size, Ricco's law holds as
a close approximation, so that it would appear to be valid.
The size of this critical area, Ricco's area, shrinks as L rises,
but not until L reaches a value of 0.1.

To determine the size of Ricco's area, consider first the
case of illuminance levels in the range where Ga is effectively
linear, i.e., L + D < 0.1. Evaluating Eq. (9.1) with L2 and (L

+ D)2 set equal to zero yields a mean response at the spot
center of

EjGa[Q](0, 0)) = L + D12N[W/(2a)] - 1j2, (9.3)

and this will be the largest mean response in the output
image. Consequently, the maximum value of d' across the
output image will be Eq. (9.3) minus L, divided by the square
root of Eq. (6.3) (the standard deviation of the uniform-field
response), and Ricco's law holds exactly if Eq. (9.3) remains
constant for all D and Wvalues such that the product DW2 is
constant. Thus the CV model implies that Ricco's law never
holds exactly, since the cumulative normal distribution
function N is never exactly linear. However, for z values in
the range -0.5-+0.5, N(z) = 0.4z + 0.5 to an accuracy of two
decimal places. When the argument of N in Eq. (9.3) falls in
that range, we have approximately

EjGa[Q](0, 0)) = L + DW 2(0.4/a-)2 (9.4)

and

d = DW2 (0.4/0a)2/(2L/87r2 )"/2 = DW2 (0.57)/aL 1 2 . (9.5)

Consequently, Ricco's law holds to an accuracy of two deci-
mal places for W S a. For G1oo, then, the apparent width of
Ricco's area at low illuminance levels will be 100 receptors.
If a receptor width of 0.5 min of visual angle is assumed, the
width of Ricco's area is 0.83 deg. Note that this width will
remain constant from L = 0 (i.e., for a background consisting
only of dark light) up to around L = 0.1; the size of Ricco's
area remains constant throughout the range in which G is
effectively linear. The prediction 0.83 deg is not bad: Bar-
low's5 psychophysical estimate of the width of Ricco's area
(at an eccentricity of 6.5 deg) for L = 0 is 0.71 deg, and his
data for backgrounds at around 0.01 Td suggest that the size
of Ricco's area remains unchanged up to at least that level.

At high background levels (L > 10), where the expected
response [Eq. (9.1)] becomes the same as the deterministic
response [Eq. (4.6)] and the mean and the variance of the
uniform field response are constants [the mean is 1 and the
variance is given by Eq. (6.3)], d' at the center of the test spot
is

(j2N[(W/2-)(L + D)1/2
] _ 1}2

- j2N[(W/2a)L1/2] - 1) 2)/(1/8ra- 2)1/2 , (9.6)

and again, Ricco's law will hold to an accuracy of two decimal
places when the arguments of the normal integral N fall in
its linear range, i.e., when W < a-/(L + D)1/2 . In that range,
Eq. (9.6) simplifies to

d' = 0.8DW2 /a. (9.7)

If it is assumed that D/L = 0.1, then the width of Ricco's area
at high background levels equals 0.95a-/Ll/2 receptor diame-
ters. At L = 1000, that width would be 3 receptors, or 0.025
deg, which is about 7 times smaller than the smallest diame-
ter of Ricco's area obtained by Barlow at his highest back-
ground levels.2 In other words, the CV operator overpre-
dicts the extent to which Ricco's area shrinks as the back-
ground illuminance rises from 0 to 1000 Td: it implies that
the diameter will decrease by a factor of about 30, whereas
the observed decrease is around a factor of 6. On the other
hand, from 0 to 100 Td the predicted linear shrinkage factor
is only 10.5, which is not a bad prediction.
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Quantum Efficiency
For the task of detecting a square spot of width W and
illuminance L + D mean quanta/receptor surrounded by a
background of illuminance L, an ideal observer using the
entire quantum catch within the spot has a d' of DW/L 2 .
Consequently, to achieve a fixed value of d' for any back-
ground level and spot size, an ideal quantum-limited detec-
tor requires a mean total increment DW2 = d'WL12 . The
quantum efficiency (QE) of any other detector is the ratio
between that minimum and the mean total increment re-
quired by that detector to achieve the same d'. Here, we
consider the QE of a spot detector based on a Gaussian CV
operator: first the photon-noisy input image is filtered by
Ga, and then the detection decision is based on the value of
the output image at its center point, i.e., (x, y) = (0, 0). (For
small spots that point always has the highest d' in the output

'image.) This is the same detection mechanism that was
assumed above to derive the TVI curves in Fig. 17. It is
undoubtedly not the best possible CV observer: the ideal
observer would make use of more than one point in the
output image. However, it seems practically impossible to
calculate the joint statistical properties of the entire ensem-
ble of random variables that compose the full output image,
and so the ideal CV observer cannot readily be determined.
The less-than-ideal CV observer considered here has the
advantage of being mathematically tractable and permits us
to calculate at least a sensible lower bound for the QE of a
detection mechanism whose input is a photon-noisy image
filtered by a CV operator.

We consider here only spots smaller than Ricco's area, as
determined in the preceding section. For these spots the
peak d' value is given by Eq. (9.5) for L values in the range 0-
0.1 and by Eq. (9.7) for L > 10. For any fixed background
illuminance L < 0.1 and any spot width W a (to ensure
that Ricco's law holds), d' for the CV detector equals d' for
the ideal observer when their respective illuminance incre-
ments Dcv and Dio satisfy the relationship

Dio/Dcv = 0.57W/ = QE. (9.8)

In this range, the QE increases with the size of the test spot
and reaches a peak value of 0.57 for W = a, i.e., when the spot
is exactly the size of Ricco's area. It should be noted that
this QE value is based on effectively absorbed photons.
Psychophysical estimates of the QE of human observers are
usually based on quanta arriving at the cornea and, with that
as a baseline, average around 0.05 when the task is spot
detection at low background levels.'7 The fraction of quan-
ta at the cornea that actually result in photopigment isomer-
izations is estimated to be around 0.2,17 and so the QE of the
neural visual system for effectively absorbed photons at low
light levels is around 25%. In the low-light range, then, the
QE of the Gaussian CV operator for optimal size targets is
about twice that exhibited by the human visual system.

For high background illuminances, with L > 10 [and W 
a/(L + D)1/2 to guarantee Ricco's law], d' for the CV observer
matches d' for the ideal observer when

Dio/Dc = 0.8 WL1 2/a = QE. (9.9)

Because W < a-/(L + D/ 2 < -/L12 , the right-hand side of
Eq. (9.9) cannot exceed 0.8. In this range, where the CV
operator fully expresses its nonlinearity, it causes the QE for
detecting a small fixed-size spot to grow as L1/2 so long as L <

(a-/W)2. For G10o, for example, the QE for a spot 10 recep-
tors wide (5 min of visual angle) would be 0.25 at L = 10 and
0.8 at L = 100. The 80%-maximal QE value is much higher
than QE values typically reported for human observers de-
tecting spots on intense backgrounds, which are of the order
of 1% for corneal quanta or 5% for isomerizing quanta."1
Thus, at high light levels, the QE of a CV observer can be as
much as 16 times higher than that of human observers. Of
course, this maximum efficiency is only achieved for spots of
the optimal size, those that exactly fill Ricco's area at any
given background level.

10. OPEN PROBLEMS

For deterministic input images, Cornsweet and Yellottl
showed that a fairly complete theory of CV operators could
be developed by means of the scaling theorem [Eq. (4.1)], by
which it can be shown that all CV operators share the same
general properties, regardless of the exact form of the spread
function. I have not found a similar key to obtaining general
results in the case of photon-noisy images. The present
analysis focused almost entirely on the Gaussian CV opera-
tor and relied on brute force methods that do not generalize
to arbitrary spread functions. Even for the Gaussian case,
there still remains one important question for which we have
only simulation results [problem (3) below]. Altogether,
then, the mathematical theory of CV operators for noisy
images is left here in rough form: the Gaussian case permits
us to guess how things must work in general, but it would be
reassuring to substitute theorems for intuitions.

The following three problems seem to be especially impor-
tant:

(1) Can theorem 1 be generalized to arbitrary spread
functions? Theorem 1 shows that for the Gaussian operator
G defined by Eq. (3.8), the expected output image E{G[Q]
(x, y)) G[EjQI] (x, y) when the expected input image E)Q
(u, v)) is uniformly >10 quanta/receptor. The problem is to
determine whether this is true for all CV operators, i.e., all
operators of the general form of Eq. (1.1). If it is, the entire
deterministic theory could be applied generally in the pho-
ton-noisy case at high light levels, just as it has been here for
the Gaussian operator.

(2) Can the variance result [Eq. (6.3)] of theorem 4 be
generalized to arbitrary spread functions? Equation (6.3)
showed that for the Gaussian operator, the variance of the
uniform-field response is proportional to 1 - exp(-2L),
where L is the mean quantum catch/ per receptor. In other
words, the variance becomes independent of the field inten-
sity at high light levels. Is this true in general? [Equation
(6.1) of theorem 3 shows that the mean of the uniform-field
response is always proportional to 1 - exp(-L), regardless of
the spread function, and it seems likely that a similar result
holds for the variance.] The practical significance of solving
problems (1) and (2) was noted in Section 8: a yes answer to
both questions would prove the conjecture that for all CV
operators the CSF shifts bodily along the log frequency axis
as retinal illuminance varies above 10 quanta/receptor, so
that the peak spatial frequency and the visual acuity are
both proportional to the square root of the mean illuminance
level.

(3) Can it be shown that at high light levels, say, where
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EjQ(u, v)) is uniformly >10, the variance is constant across
all points in the output image, regardless of the exact form of
the expected input image? (The natural value of this con-
stant would be the asymptotic uniform-field variance.) The
simulation results reported in Section 7 suggest that this is
true for Gaussian operators, but we have no analytic proof
for any CV operator, including the Gaussian one.

11. DISCUSSION: CONSTANT-VOLUME
OPERATORS AS MODELS OF RETINAL
IMAGE PROCESSING

The aim of this paper was to derive the basic consequences of
applying CV operators to photon-noisy images and to use
those results to determine how well a simple model of retinal
image processing based on CV operators can predict the
psychophysical properties of human spatial vision. In the
model studied here it was assumed that the quantum catch
of the photoreceptors is accumulated over a fixed time peri-
od (here, 250 msec, but the exact interval is not critical) and
then filtered by a CV operator with a fixed-parameter
Gaussian spread function [the operator G is given by Eq.
(3.8), with a = 100]. Test images were assumed to become
discriminable from uniform fields when d' at any point in the
output image exceeds a fixed threshold. This model proved
to do a surprisingly good job of duplicating the global fea-
tures of spatial vision over the range of retinal illuminances
from the absolute threshold to 1000 Td: as illuminance
increases over that range, it causes Ricco's area to shrink;
visual acuity to rise; peak contrast sensitivity to grow to an
asymptote on the order of 100 (threshold contrast -1%); the
shape of the CSF to change from low pass to bandpass; and
increment thresholds to shift from deVries-Rose-law behav-
ior to Weber's law behavior, a change that occurs sooner for
large targets than for small ones. The model also correctly
predicts that two gratings whose frequencies are both higher
than the resolution limit at a given mean luminance level (so
that both resemble uniform fields when presented separate-
ly) can give rise to visible contrast at their difference fre-
quency when viewed simultaneously.

However, this model generally fails to duplicate the exact
quantitative parameters of spatial vision. In particular, at
low light levels it underpredicts the growth of visual acuity
with retinal illuminance, and at high levels it overpredicts it.
In addition, it incorrectly implies that at illuminance levels
above 10 Td the peak frequency of the spatial CSF should
vary proportionally with the square root of the mean retinal
illuminance and that low-frequency contrast sensitivity
should decrease as retinal illuminance increases in that
range.

Thus the simplest CV model succeeds in duplicating the
overall qualitative properties of spatial vision up to at least
1000 Td but fails to make accurate quantitative predictions.
Could these defects be cured by tinkering? The prospects
for this seem rather different at high and low light levels. At
low levels the basic problem is that the intrinsic nonlinearity
of the CV operation has no opportunity to express itself.
When the probability of a photoreceptor's catching more
than one photon per time frame becomes negligible (<0.1
Td) the only point spread that has a chance to occur is the
one corresponding to a 1-quantum catch, and so a CV opera-
tor with a spread function S becomes effectively equivalent

to the linear operator whose impulse response is S (r 2). Con-
sequently, in this range CV operators share the principle
defect of linear operators: no matter what the spread func-
tion is, increasing the mean illuminance level can only cause
the CSF to translate rigidly upward (in a log-log plot) so that
it can never match the lateral shifts seen in human CSF's.

The most obvious remedy for this low-light problem is to
alter the assumption that the CV operation occurs at the
level of individual photoreceptors. If we assumed instead
that the quantum catches of some number of receptors are
first pooled and then subjected to a CV operation, the opera-
tor's nonlinear effects could be made to reveal themselves at
low light levels; acuity could be made to grow as the square
root of retinal illuminance, and Weber's law could be made
to hold. For example, if the CV operation were applied at
the level of a second-stage unit that sums the quantum catch
of 100 receptors, the effective nonlinear range of a CV model
could be extended down to 0.01 Td. Moreover, the same
change would cause the CV operator to begin to saturate at a
level 100 times lower than before; e.g., G100 would begin to
saturate at around 100 Td instead of at 104 Td, and so it
could duplicate the saturation properties of the rod sys-
tem.'6 Altogether, it seems at least conceivable that a viable
model of scotopic spatial vision could be constructed along
these lines.

At high light levels the defects of CV models arise from the
intrinsic properties of the operation itself: the fact that it is
designed to cause spatial resolution to grow at the maximum
possible rate (i.e., as the square root of the mean quantum
catch). From a modeling standpoint, this singled-minded
design philosophy has two unfortunate consequences: it
forces both the peak frequency and the high-frequency cut-
off of the CSF to grow faster than they should to match
human performance, and it has the perverse effect of causing
the low-frequency contrast sensitivity to decrease as the
retinal illuminance increases. As the mean quantum catch
increases to very high levels (above 103) this last problem
becomes especially critical, because the MTF of the CV
operator begins to eliminate all the spatial frequencies that
can actually get through the optics of the eye (Fig. 14),
creating a kind of self-imposed blindness.

It is not clear how these high-light defects could be reme-
died. One natural starting point (suggested in Ref. 1) would
be to assume a compressive transformation of the receptor
signal, e.g., to take the input to the CV operator to be some
power function of the quantum catch rather than the catch
itself. In this case the Gaussian CV operator would become

G[Q](x, y) = f f [Q(u, v)]P(1/27ra-2) expl(-1/2- 2 )

X [Q(u, V)]P[(X - U)2 + (y - )2]jdudv.
(10.1)

In the deterministic case it is easy to show that a general-
ized CV operator of this sort satisfies the scaling theorem
and consequently still obeys Weber's law.' However, acuity
no longer grows as the square root of the mean illuminance L
but grows instead LP/2, and this is true of the entire MTF:
plotted against log frequency, it shifts along the axis so that
its peak frequency is proportional to LP12. If this remains
true in the noisy-input case (which seems likely), the rela-
tionship between the mean illuminance and the CSF could
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be made less volatile by an appropriate choice of the expo-
nent p.

However, it would still be the case that as illuminance
rises, the CSF would shift bodily toward higher frequencies,
and so sensitivity would still fall at low frequencies. This
last problem is frustrating. It arises from an excessive quan-
tum catch (the visual analog of being too rich) and might
seem to be solved easily by simply throwing away part of that
catch, for example, by performing the CV operation on a
quantum catch accumulated over a shorter time interval.
However, the original (i.e., larger) catch must still be avail-
able to support high-frequency performance, and so this
approach would require multiple memories: one for the full
quantum catch at each receptor over the last 200 msec (for
example), another for the catch over the last 100 msec, etc.
This approach seems much too cumbersome to be worth
pursuing, and I have not found any attractive alternative.

In the face of these difficulties, is it worthwhile to invest
further effort in developing CV-based models for biological
visual systems? The answer obviously depends on whether
they correspond to any physiological reality, but that point
is not so easily decided as one might suppose. Current
physiologically informed descriptions of the retina'8 certain-
ly contain nothing resembling CV mechanisms, and it might
seem that the issue is long since settled, since CV operators
involve no lateral inhibition: their point-spread functions
are never negative. But lateral inhibition itself is only a
hypothesis designed to explain physiological results, e.g., the
bandpass nature of the CSF's of retinal ganglion cells,'9 and
for the most part, the same results that are usually taken to
demonstrate lateral inhibition would also be created by CV
operators. Also, we have seen that CV operators provide a
natural account of the apparent failure of lateral inhibition
at low light levels, the apparent loss of the inhibitory sur-
round portion of the ganglion-cell receptive field.2 0 Thus
the fact that CV operators do not appear in current physio-
logical models does not prove that they do not exist in the
retina. It only shows that physiologists have not been aware
of them as theoretical tools.

What sort of experiment could definitely rule out the
possibility of CV operations in the retina? The most direct
approach would be to measure the CSF's of individual reti-
nal ganglion cells at retinal illuminance levels spanning a
broad range. Such measurements have been made for cat
ganglion cells by Derrington and Lennie,2 ' who found that
the CSF (for X cells) could always be fitted by adjusting the
center and surround sensitivity parameters of a linear differ-
ence-of-Gaussians receptive-field model, with no need to
vary the spatial scale parameter of either the center or the
surround mechanism. Enroth-Cugell and Robson'9 also re-
ported essentially the same result in their classic paper on
the X-Y distinction. (In their case the spatial scale parame-
ters had to be altered to fit the CSF at low light levels, but
only by a negligible amount.) This seems to show that the
cat retina does not operate in a CV fashion: otherwise there
should be much larger changes in the apparent size of recep-
tive fields.

However, this does not necessarily mean that things work
the same way in the primate retina: cat visual acuity in-
creases hardly at all as the mean luminance rises from 10-5
to 100 cd/M2 , while human acuity rises by a factor of the
order of 50.22 Apparently there are rather substantial dif-

ferences in the retinal hardware of cats and monkeys. 23 I am
not aware of any experiment along the lines of that done by
Derrington and Lennie with monkeys, but data of that sort
could provide a clear-cut answer to the question of whether
anything resembling a CV operation is carried out the pri-
mate retina.

I suspect that the answer is no, first, because of the intrin-
sic defects of that operation as a psychophysical model, and
second, because it seems so improbable that cat and primate
retinas are designed according to fundamentally different
principles. In addition, current work indicates that the
vertebrate retina has found other ways of altering its spatial
filtering properties as a function of the prevailing light level:
in the fish retina, recent evidence suggests that the effective-
ness of lateral inhibition mediated by horizontal cells is
modulated by feedback signals carried from the inner to the
outer plexiform layer by interplexiform cells.2 4 In cat retina
it is thought that a similar result is achieved by an illumi-
nance-dependent modulation of the effectiveness of rod-
cone gap junction.' 8

Altogether, then, it seems likely that the remarkable simi-
larities between the effects of CV operators and the global
properties of spatial vision stem not from an identity of
mechanism but from a common preoccupation with funda-
mental physical problems faced by all visual systems: prob-
lems created by photon noise and by the extremely large
dynamic range of retinal image intensities in natural envi-
ronments. The Poisson statistics of photon noise dictate an
intensity-dependent spatial-summation mechanism to max-
imize resolution across different light levels, and the mis-
match between the dynamic ranges of retinal inputs and
outputs dictates a dc suppression mechanism. In Sections 2
and 3 it was shown that if we try to achieve these two goals by
a single operation located at the photoreceptors, we are led
inevitably to the class of CV operators, which in turn auto-
matically give rise to bandpass filtering and Weber's-law
behavior. From that perspective, then, all the essential
features of spatial vision (that is, those that we think of as
being due to retinal processes) can be seen as arising from a
single algorithm designed to solve two problems that must
be solved by any visual system. If our retina solves these
same problems in a non-CV fashion and creates the same
essential properties, this suggests that the formal linkage
between them is preserved even if we drop the assumption
that both problems must be solved simultaneously at the
receptor level. The interesting theoretical question is
whether one can find an axiomatic framework that makes
such a linkage apparent.
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